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Revisiting Mediation
John Corbett
University of Sao Paulo
jcorbett@usp.br

It is often claimed that the interculturally competent speaker can mediate between
cultures. This presentation revisits the concept of mediation in intercultural language
education and considers it from a number of different perspectives. What roles do
mediators play in intercultural engagements? What kinds of knowledge and skills do
mediators require? How do we conceptualize the cultures that are being mediated? How
do we judge when mediation has been a success or failure? Are there ‘scripts’ that a
good mediator can follow – and how might an expert mediator move beyond such
‘scripts’? The presentation will focus on mediation in different intercultural situations
and consider its use in intercultural language pedagogy. The presentation draws upon
case studies currently being done under for a UK Arts and Humanities Research
Council (AHRC)-funded project on ‘Building an intercultural pedagogy for higher
education in conditions of conflict and protracted crises: Languages, identity, culture.’
These case studies conceptualise the academy – in areas as diverse as Bogota, Durham,
Gaza and Istanbul – as mediating between higher education and members of
communities who have been economically and politically marginalised. These case
studies thus involve different layers of mediation, which can be unpacked, reviewed and
critically evaluated.
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Re-focusing the Development of Critical Intercultural Competence
in Higher Education: Challenges and Opportunities
Sandra López-Rocha
University of Waterloo
sandra.lopez-rocha@uwaterloo.ca

The increased transcultural mobility of students has prompted HE institutions to invest
considerable efforts in incorporating the development of intercultural competencies in
their internationalization agendas. Programs fostering study and work abroad have
focused on the preparation of students ahead of their international experience, have
adjusted the requirements of tasks involving intercultural elements, and have paid closer
attention to the experience of returning students. However, critical elements of
intercultural competence development often seem to be assumed by the experience of
transcultural mobility instead of directly integrating it in the curriculum and institutional
programming. What are we leaving out? What are we missing? Critical Intercultural
Competence (CIC) development encourages a more embracing comprehension of
intrinsic and extrinsic socio-cultural and linguistic issues and enables interlocutors to
negotiate meanings with a deeper understanding of contexts and perspectives.
Incorporating CIC ahead of student mobility, for example, requires a reassessment of
current practices to address why, what, and how of our intercultural programming. The
intention is to become more aware as practitioners and move beyond surface and
limiting dichotomies such as “our” and “their” culture, and work towards a more
integral understanding of issues, such as displacements, linguistic distinctiveness,
belonging, cultural imperatives, and the relationship between CIC, employability, and
socio-cultural proficiency of students at home and abroad.
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Spanglish: A Tool of Empowerment or “Una Trampa”?
Isabel Moreno López
Goucher College
Isabel.Moreno-Lopez@goucher.edu

Spanglish has been described as an Anglicized Spanish dialect, a lingua franca, a
pidgin, an interlanguage, a Creole language, street slang or a complex form of codeswitching. In any one of its diverse variations, Spanglish is the language spoken by a
variety of communities who share the Latinx heritage in the United States. For some, it
represents the most important contemporary linguistic phenomenon the US has
experienced. For others, it is described as “la trampa” that Latinx face in their journey
to assimilation. Yet others, describe it as a metaphor for the mixed-raced cultures that
coexist under what is known as the Latinx population. Its different definitions stem
from issues of power, identity and hegemony. In written literary texts, using Spanish in
an English text can be viewed as a political act of resistance. However, putting foreign
words in texts has also been interpreted as an attempt to give the text an exotic touch,
further “othering” the cultures it portrays. In all accounts, the use of Spanglish has
political ramifications. Is it the means of empowering the Latinx community by
exposing it to non-Spanish speakers; or does it marginalize the Latinx community even
further, commodifying it for the pleasure of the White gaze?
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Translation and the Myth of Mediation
Roberto A. Valdeón
University of Oviedo
valdeon@uniovi.es

In this talk, I would like to discuss the role of translation (or the absence of it) in the
creation, dissemination and manipulation of information. Starting with an overview of
some of the uses of translation as a concept in translation and communication studies, I
will move on to suggest that translation has traditionally contributed to the creation and
dissemination of misleading or inaccurate images of other groups or individuals, and
has been used as a tool for manipulation rather than an instrument of mediation. The
discussion, which will draw on concepts such as gatekeeping (which has been widely
used by journalism scholars and, more recently, in translation studies as well) and
ideological affinity (drawing on the concept of bureacratic affinity proposed by Mark
Fishman in 1980), will discuss examples from the United States, China and Spain to
show that the initiators of translations do not necessarily aim to mediate or
communicate but rather to impose, manipulate or suppress in a more or less deliberate
manner. The examples will include the presence/absence of translations in museums of
the colonial period in the US, the emergence of foreign-language news media in China
and the role of translation in news media such as El País and The New York Times.
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So close and yet so far: Language and culture immersion
in the host community
Christian Abello-Contesse / María-Dolores López-Jiménez
Universidad de Sevilla / Universidad Pablo de Olavide
chac@us.es / mdlopezji@upo.es

Abstract
This study focused on M’s case during her sojourn in Spain. At age 20, M was a thirdyear university student from the US majoring in International Relations and Spanish;
her academic standing was quite solid as she was on the dean’s list. Unlike most of her
study-abroad classmates, she was reasonably fluent in Spanish from the outset of her
experience and was also one of the few year-long students in her program. As the
oldest daughter of a Mexican-American father and an Anglo-American mother, she had
also been exposed to informal, conversational Spanish, particularly as a child when her
paternal grandmother was visiting. Her parents greatly valued international trips, so M
had already been to Spain for 2 weeks a year earlier and she had also visited three other
Spanish-speaking countries for an equivalent time period.
The study aimed to explore what a promising year-long sojourner would do in terms of
L2 involvement and sociocultural engagement in order to boost her proficiency levels
in the target language and culture. An ethnographic case study was conducted during
one academic year; an 8-month, longitudinal study was preferred so that the patterns,
themes, issues, and emotions that M faced while fulfilling her roles in Spain could be
captured in depth. Both semi-structured interviews and journal entries constituted the
primary data for the study. The roles of anxiety and identity, as well as their combined
effect on ambivalence in behavior became increasingly salient during the study and,
thus, became its dual focus (Beaven & Spencer-Oatey, 2016; Block, 2007; Brown,
2009; Gallucci, 2013; Kinginger, 2013).
The results revealed that M’s promising study-abroad situation in October did not
really translate into sustained involvement in the target community. As a result of the
combined effects of her trait anxiety, her identity issues, and her resultant ambivalence,
she seemed to be largely unwilling to integrate into the host culture. Qualitative data
also provided insights into several additional reasons behind M’s academically
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successful yet non-immersive experience.

References:
Beaven, A. & Spencer-Oatey, H. (2016). Cultural adaptation in different facets of life
and the impact of language: A case study of personal adjustment patterns during
study abroad. Language and intercultural communication, 16.3, 349-367.
Block, D. (2007). The rise of identity in SLA research: Post Firth and Wagner (1997).
Modern Language Journal, 91, 863–876.
Brown, L. (2009). An ethnographic study of the friendship patterns of international
students in England: An attempt to recreate home through conational interaction.
International Journal of Educational Research, 48(3), 184-193.
Gallucci, S. (2013). Emotional investments during the year abroad: A case study of a
British ERASMUS student in Italy. Journal of Applied Language Studies, 7.2,
17-37.
Kinginger, C. (2013). Identity and language learning in study abroad. Foreign
Language Annals, 46.3, 339-358.
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Cultural dimensions and communicative distances
as tools for teaching interpreting and mediation
Elena Aguirre Fernández Bravo
Universidad Pontificia Comillas
eaguirre@comillas.edu

Abstract
Interpreters are, primarily, intercultural mediators. For these professionals it is
therefore essential to develop a high degree of intercultural competence in order to
carry out their assignments as correctly as possible. Our proposal aims at discussing
how to reflect this need in the dialogue interpreting curriculum in Translation and
Interpreting B.A. programs in higher education.
We will start by presenting the different views on the notion of cultural dimensions as
theoretical, preparatory tools for the interpreter’s documentation phase, and we will
explain their learning potential in dialogue interpreting role plays and other classroom
activities and dynamics.
We will then move on to explaining the interplay between cultural dimensions and
what we have called ‘communicative distances’ in interpreting: as intermediaries,
interpreters not only have to understand and manage how interlocutors in a certain
communicative situation act; they also need to position themselves with regard to
certain interactional aspects, and manage how they behave with the users of
interpretation services. We have identified nine different communicative distances that
are relevant to interpreting: spatial distance, temporal distance, interactive distance,
semantic distance, personal distance, linguistic/cultural distance, emotional distance,
power-balancing distance, and professional distance. We will explain how they relate
to cultural dimensions and why they are useful for interpreter training, most
specifically, for the interpreter trainee’s learning process and for formative and
summative assessment purposes. Our reflections and conclusions draw from what we
have learnt over eight academic years teaching ‘Interpretación II: Técnicas de
mediación intercultural’ (part of the B.A. in Translation and Interpreting at the
Universidad Pontificia Comillas in Madrid).
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A Sociolinguistic Approach to the Translation of Children’s
Literature: Exploring Identity Issues
in the American English Translation of Manolito Gafotas
Pilar Alderete-Diez / Owen Harrington-Fernández
NUI Galway / Heriot-Watt University
pilar.alderete@nuigalway.ie / o.harrington_fernandez@hw.ac.uk

Abstract
Recent research into the translation of children’s literature has revealed the value of
this text type as a site where intercultural conflicts play out. In fact, because the
language used in children’s stories is ostensibly less abstract and nebulous than in
literature for adults, translation shifts and the cultural and political motivations behind
these shifts are more easily retrievable. The aim of this paper is to explore how a
perceived political correctness motivated the censorship of Manolito Gafotas in the
United States. Political correctness is here understood in accordance to Fairclough’s
(2003:17) definition as a ‘cultural politics, as it focuses on representations, values and
identities’.
The analysis takes a novel approach by applying a sociolinguistic framework –
normally applied to spoken corpora to identify the co-construction of identity in
interaction – to a written text, in this case, a children’s story. The application of this
framework achieves two objectives: (1) it identifies shifts in the translation of the main
character’s behaviour as culturally and morally motivated manipulations, and (2) it
demonstrates how the context of translation becomes the very censorship machine that
delegitimises the identity of the main character, and, concomitantly, the identity of the
implied reader(s). If we take identity to be an intersubjective phenomenon, then any
censorship of the identity of the main character necessarily shifts the identity of the
implied reader(s), a double censorship carried out under the auspices of an intellectual
colonisation of a Spanish text.
After reporting on the results of the analysis, the paper ends by raising the question of
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censorship in translation, and, more specifically, in children’s literature, in order to
promote debate around this topic.

References:
Fairclough, N. (2003). “Political correctness: The politics of culture and language”.
Discourse Society, 14:17, 17-28.
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Translating Phatic Expressions
Jamal alQinai
Kuwait University
jamalqinai@hotmail.com

Abstract
The function of any conversational exchange can be either informational or phatic or
both. Occasional schmooze exchanges are of no lesser importance than the informative
content of dialogue. One needs to establish the channel of communication by setting up
a social environment conducive to the exchange of ideas among the participants. Such
a strategy of showing politeness is intended to break the ice by avoiding facethreatening acts through the use of greetings, compliments, non-verbal gestures and
other formulas to denote a non-imposing behaviour, modesty, intimacy and tactfulness.
Mistranslating the function of a given phatic communion expression might lead to
problems ranging from the disruption of mundane daily small talk such as the break up
of a courtship dialogue to grave consequences as the failure of crucial peace talks
among belligerent nations. Phatic communion underscores the interactive dimension of
discourse production and it plays a crucial role in establishing intimacy or hostility.
The paper intends to explore the effect of misinterpreting the functions of culturally
divergent phatic communion formulae in an English-Arabic context. Other
sociolinguistic parameters such as topic, setting, age, sex and social status will be
considered. The study could provide insight into the significance of polite formulae in
dialogues used by Arabic speakers and how they converge or diverge with their
English counterparts. Findings of the study could help sociolinguists, interpreters and
teachers of translation understand the cultural underpinnings and social setting that lead
to the success or breakdown of communication. Diagnosing translating problems
relevant to phatic expressions could help simultaneous and consecutive interpreters
skirt the many pitfalls that occur in contexts where the interlocution is conducted
through interpreting as in courts and international negotiations.
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Comparative Translation Criticism
in Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four in Iran
Amin Amirdabbaghian
University of Malaya
amirdabbaghian@siswa.um.edu.my

Abstract
The ideology and worldviews of a community can be subject to shifts and
modifications through social changes brought about by political upheavals. In a country
like Iran, the Islamic revolution (1979/80) has played a major role in re-shaping the
ideology of the governing body which among many other things involves
modifications in the language policy. After the revolution, Persian speakers were
encouraged to be more conservative in their use of language. As a result, those who
tended to produce discourse which was more conservative and Islam-oriented became
more popular and respected among the Iranian people. Ideology is one of the major
factors which influences the manipulation of language use in translation. This study
aims to describe the ideological impact of the social situation both in the pre- and postrevolution era in Iran on translations of George Orwell’s famous political novel,
Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949) into Persian. This study will, therefore, compare two
Persian translations of the novel which were produced before and after the 1979 Iranian
Islamic Revolution. Farahzad’s (2012) three-dimensional translation criticism model,
which comprises textual, paratextual and semiotic levels has been employed to
categorize the samples. Van Dijk’s (1998) theory of ideology is used to discuss the
samples in the textual part while Lefevere’s (1992) theory of translation, rewriting and
manipulation of literary fame has been applied to discuss the paratextual differences
between the-pre-and post-revolution Persian translations of the novel. Finally, for the
discussions on the semiotic part of the corpus (front covers of the original and
translated novels) Serafini’s and Clausen’s (2012) model of typography for semiotic
resource as well as Kress and Van Leeuwen (2006) model of semiotic analysis are
used.
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The Role of Translated Literature
in Multilingual Communities: Real Reader Responses
Jennifer Arnold
University College Cork
jennifer.arnold@ucc.ie

Abstract
Ireland’s 2016 census provided a picture of increasing linguistic and cultural diversity,
reflecting both the wider patterns of migration and mobility in the EU and the
particularities of the Irish position. Ireland’s current status as a technological and
commercial contact zone between the Anglophone world and other major global
marketplaces means that as well as providing refuge to political and economic inmigration, it actively calls for a multilingual workforce drawn from beyond its borders.
My current research project, Reading across Cultures, responds explicitly to this
changing landscape by addressing the ways in which individuals, groups and
communities negotiate linguistic and cultural diversity. Focusing on Cork as a city
recognized and celebrated for its relative success in using cultural activities to promote
a sustainable and inclusive society, it sets out to establish the role reading in translation
plays in promoting understanding and tolerance between cultures. Working with local
reading groups, the project explores ways of reading translated literature, how readers
talk about and make sense of the “other”, and respond to cultural difference more
generally. This paper offers an overview of the results of the work done with these
reading groups. It will interrogate the ways in which translated literature acts as a
cultural mediator within a multilingual and multicultural environment and how it can
influence readers’ attitudes towards the community in which they live. It will address
questions such as: How do readers read in translation? Does the fact a text is in
translation inform their interpretation or the way they read? Does it impact negatively
on their response to the text? How do readers make sense of the other in a translated
text? How do they identify cultural difference? Do they look for cultural stereotypes or
culturally specific items? Does this present a barrier to their reading experience?
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Coaching students’ discovery of ‘rich points’
via translation of English into multiple native languages
Michael Berry
University of Turku
michael.berry@utu.fi

Abstract
This title is closely tied to negotiating differences and minimizing cultural
misinterpretations during a course focusing on sociocultural self-awareness learning
when the students are turned into ‘teachers and learners’ of each other. The AmadasiHolliday ‘cultural blocks/threads/knitting’ metaphor is currently used in modified ways
to support the traditional course ‘controllable confrontation’ approach. Use of cultural
blocks during exercises evolved via ethnographic learning from students. During
exercises the students translate back into their native languages and turn ‘cultural
blocks’, words with invisible-confusing meanings, into opportunity to discover more
awareness of their ‘cultural threads’ (Agar’s ‘rich points’) and to better understand self
and others. Communication and coordination-leadership norms are also ‘cultural
blocks’. As the students are coached to share examples of the positive and risky sides
of their norms, they discover a shared ‘why’ that communicates politeness, support,
interest, respect, etc. in different ways. Hence, they move towards knitting some of
their ‘cultural threads’ together as human beings.
This knitting opportunity is supported by course metaphors translated from
academic theories, e.g. a Hymes-related ‘cultural palm-fingers-thumb’ metaphor
encouraging students to reflect back on diversity within their own sociocultural
environments. ‘Fingers’ in the hand are like individuals, contexts, etc. which are rather
similar in some ways especially when compared with uncommon ‘thumb’ examples.
This awareness also supports knitting some of their ‘cultural threads’ together.
The ethnographic-learning coach has slowly learned that translation of words back
into one’s native language is often translation back into one’s sociocultural norms in
different contexts. Hence, the students’ personal experience is a combination of
confusion, translation, comparison and interpretation of invisible meanings in words
and norms without opportunity to deeply analyse their own learning experience in this
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way during a 24-hour course. Nevertheless, their memory-stick portfolio is full of
examples of rich-point discovery preparing them a bit for the future.

References:
Agar, M. (1994). The Intercultural Frame. International Journal of Intercultural
Relations, 18, 221-237.
Amadasi, S. & Holliday, A. (2018). Block and thread intercultural narratives and
positioning: conversations with newly arrived postgraduate students. Language and
Intercultural Communication. 18, 2, 2018, 241-256.
Hymes, D. (1979). On communicative competence. In J. B. Pride, & Janet Holmes
(Eds.), Sociolinguistics, 269 – 293. New York: Penguin. Excerpts from D. Hymes,
1971.
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From culture to identity:
translating theoretical constructs for the language class
Claudia Borghetti
University of Bologna
claudia.borghetti@unibo.it

Abstract
Since the ‘cultural turn’ in language learning and teaching in the ‘70s (Byram, Holmes
& Savvides, 2013), ‘culture’ has been assumed as the theoretical construct that frames
and justifies intercultural education in the language class. As shown by the significant
amount of work which, since then, has been produced about intercultural language
education (ILE), there is little doubt that the notion of ‘culture’ has played a major role
in boosting the educational value of language learning and teaching. However, in
relatively recent times, a number of publications (e.g., Kramsch, 2009; Rivers &
Houghton, 2013) have suggested that, considering contemporary global societies where
“cultures are always ‘in translation’” (IALIC call for papers), the intercultural goals of
language learning and teaching can be better promoted by replacing the notion of
‘culture’ with that of multiple ‘identities’ or ‘subjectivities’.
To make the case for this ‘identity-related intercultural language education’, the paper
will review and discuss a number of studies which, from different perspectives, have
already argued for a more prominent role of ‘identity’ in language education. In
particular three issues seem to confirm that the suggested ‘translation of theoretical
constructs’ is conceptually sound and pedagogically feasible: (1) the so-called
language-culture nexus has already been conceptualised in ways that prelude
poststructuralist discourses of ‘identity’ (Risager, 2007); (2) a non-essentialist
perspective on culture (Holliday, 2011), which represent a precondition for an identityrelated intercultural language education, are being given increasing attention in ILE;
(3) English as a lingua franca research has already shown that it is possible to give
limited or no attention to the target culture in language education, in favour of a more
identity-oriented language pedagogy (Baker, 2015). In the final part, the paper will
shift to pedagogy and briefly review a number of ILE studies which have explicitly
addressed (or can support discourses) on identities, in relation to educational aims,
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learning objectives, and teaching methods.
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Holliday, A. (2011). Intercultural communication and ideology. London: Sage.
Kramsch, C. (2009). The multilingual subject. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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Translation Challenges in Subtitling Family Guy/Padre de Familia.
Clashes between Cultural-Specific Language and Visual Content
Mariazell-Eugènia Bosch Fábregas
University of Vic
mariazell.bosch@gmail.com

Abstract
Multilingualism and multiculturalism are verbally and visually recurrent in Family Guy
due to the amount of diverse cultural identities and multiple linguistic backgrounds.
The main language of communication among most characters in the source
text/language (L1) is American English. However, the use of other language(s) (L3) is
common too. In such intercultural encounters, many languages are consequently
intermixed. The aim of this study is to analyse the clashes between cultural-specific
language in subtitling and visual content.
The material used for this study corresponds to the uncensored, Spanish and American
DVD versions (Padre the Familia and Family Guy, respectively). After a complete
viewing of the entire Spanish series (284 episodes), there was a close examination of
the English and Spanish subtitling in order to find instances of linguistic clashes when
L2 corresponds to subtitled Spanish (Castilian) and Latin American Spanish. Also, the
study of linguistic challenges, cultural clashes and lexical choices in the subtitling is
accompanied by an analysis of visual elements so as to examine the verbal –
iconographic relationship between the linguistic interchange and the literal visual
rendering onscreen.
The paper focuses on a comparison between an analysis of English and Spanish
(Castilian and Latin American Spanish) subtitles, studying the cultural-specific
elements that have a strong connection with visual content. The subtitle transcripts to
study are extracted from two episodes: ‘Road to Rhode Island’ (S12E13) and ‘The
Simpsons Guy’ (S13E1). Cultural-specific examples such as the figure of the pollero
[smuggler] or the visual and linguistic representations of famous catchphrases, such as
‘Eat my shorts!’ [Multiplícate por cero] will be discussed and analysed to see what
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challenges are found in the Spanish translation when L2 and L3 coincide (Family Guy)
and the strategies that have been used to overcome cultural clashes when L2 and L3 are
dialectally different (Padre de Familia).
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“…I’d give you a goat to show that you’ve paid…”:
receipts and literacy mediation in repatriation programmes
Katy Brickley
Cardiff University
brickleyk@cardiff.ac.uk

Abstract
Assisted Voluntary Return (AVR) programmes provide a repatriation service for
asylum seekers and undocumented migrants to return to their countries of origin. In the
UK these programmes are funded by the British government and the EU, and cover
applicants’ travel expenses, support to obtain travel documents and a resettlement
package of up to £2000. This paper examines literacy practices (Barton & Hamilton
2000) in this multilingual and intercultural setting – an overlooked area of AVR
research. It is concerned with the institution’s requirement that AVR applicants provide
a receipt before being financially reimbursed from their reintegration grant.
Taking a critical and ethnographic approach (Rampton, Tusting, Maybin, Barwell,
Creese & Lytra, 2004), this paper combines analysis from periods of ethnographic
observation of AVR administration, with analysis of data from ethnographic research
interviews with eight AVR staff members. This paper examines the textual barriers
which AVR applicants may face in accessing their reintegration funds upon return by
exploring how AVR staff discursively maintain and challenge social and linguistic
inequality during this receipts process.
The paper firstly demonstrates that AVR applicants’ ability to access the financial
reintegration assistance they are entitled to is impeded by pre-textual gaps (Maryns &
Blommaert, 2002). Gaps exist between bureaucratic expectations in the receipts process,
and clients’ linguistic resources and associated abilities to produce the required
documentation.
The analysis secondly demonstrates how staff highlight these gaps and challenge topdown institutional assumptions that a) the process of receipt writing is a stable practice
and b) AVR applicants’ have uniform literacy practices (Blommaert and Backus, 2013).
It is argued that staff present themselves as literacy mediators using articulation,
negotiation and inscription (Jones 2005) to enable clients to access these crucial funds
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and bridge the gap between clients’ literacy practices and bureaucratic expectations. The
paper concludes by considering implications for current AVR programmes.
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“Seeing citizenship not as an on-off switch”: the transformative
impact for students of engaging in a teacher-student partnership
for co-designing a course in intercultural communication
Tatiana Bruni
University College Utrecht / Durham University
t.bruni@uu.nl / tatiana.bruni@durham.ac.uk

Abstract
In this paper I present evidence of how engaging students in the co-creation of a new
course in intercultural communication to foster global citizenship has brought about
transformative change in students’ perception of themselves as global citizens. The
curricular co-creation has been realized in an undergraduate honors college in the
Netherlands. As a teacher-researcher I created a teacher-student partnership with six
students at that moment enrolled in the college and a student who had graduated shortly
before. My goal was to offer students a site where the educational objectives of the
college concerning engaged citizenship are examined, embodied and negotiated by
those to which they apply.
For me, educational institutions should provide students with opportunities to
experiment with democratic processes of co-designing their learning environment and
co-creating knowledge and curriculum that matter to them. A teacher-student
partnership could function as a laboratory of democracy, realizing what Michael
Fielding has termed ‘intergenerational learning for living democracy’.
With my research, I aim at understanding if processes of participation, knowledge
creation and public deliberation in an educational setting facilitate transformative
change, which can occur at ontological, epistemological and practical level.
My data analysis so far shows that the partnership created a synergy between the
participatory aspect and the in-depth exploration of concepts such as (education for)
global citizenship, intercultural communication and intercultural competence. By
deconstructing those concepts and having to translate them into pedagogy, students
reflected on their values and attitudes. This impacted their perception of themselves as
global citizens. Most of them talk about acknowledging a discrepancy between their
attitudes and how they ‘translate’ those attitudes into (daily) actions. They indicate a
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commitment to engage more actively with society as a result of their participation to
the partnership. Teacher-student partnerships for curriculum co-design can thus be
valuable pedagogic choices to foster skills, attitudes and behavior for democratic
citizenship.
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Cultural translators as third persons:
A test case for interculturality’s hidden norms
Dominic Busch / Jana Möller-Kiero
Universität der Bundeswehr München
dominic.busch@unibw.de

Abstract
Translation studies as well as conflict mediation research (for two introductory
overviews instead of many cf. Liddicoat 2016, and Avruch 2018, respectively) add the
notion of third persons as actors to intercultural communication research: What (and if
so?) can third persons contribute to support desired forms of interculturality?
Additionally, research on (cultural) translation as well as on (intercultural) conflict
mediation tend to clearly state what translators and mediators are supposed to do –
according to the respective authors. Our aim is to reveal underlying norms (and their
justifications) from different and selected pieces of research on cultural translation and
on intercultural conflict mediation to finally check their potential and applicability on
contemporary reasoning about desired forms of interculturality. Normative orientations
in the two disciplines under analysis differ in the question of who is supposed to take
active action as a third party in interculturality: Is it literally everyone, no one, or a
special kind of expert? And on what grounds are they supposed to build their
responsibilities for what they will decide to do? While recent postmodern translation
research swears on an experts-only approach as well as on strong restrictions on third
parties’ actions (e.g. Wang 2017), conflict mediation research does not experience
postmodernity’s complexity as a hindrance. Instead, a complex world is also seen as an
opportunity for developing, adopting and applying a wider set of tools and strategies to
the mediation process (cf. this insight as early as in: LeBaron, McCandless, and Garon
1998). Comparing reactions of postmodern complexity from translation studies and
conflict mediation research may shed some light onto potential options for taking over
responsibility and action in intercultural communication research in general. After a
strongly restrictive period of postcolonial thought, intercultural research in its
contemporary stage of interculturalism is in a dire need for well-founded guidelines for
taking action in interculturality (for an exemplary search and exploration in this epoch
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cf. Ferri 2018).
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Misleading anabaptism: culturally conditioned onomastic changes
in hagionyms and their derived eponyms
Juan José Calvo
Universitat de València
calvojj@uv.es

Abstract
A non-negligible part of the success of Roman civilization was its capacity to
assimilate the foreign polytheistic pantheons by means of cultural syncretism and —
especially in the case of the Greek gods, goddesses and heroes— by full identification.
In accordance with the classical imperial doctrine wherein the metropolis has to ensure
the coexistence of manifold and scarcely compatible peoples, they proved capable of
amalgamating

the

various

godheads

explaining

them

as

ethnically-bound

representations of their Latin divinities. Ours is exactly the opposite case.
The first part of our corpus consists of proper nouns. Christian saints have been
renamed, anabaptised, in the different European languages, following a fixed taxonomy
of four basic translation procedures —appropriation, triangulation, addition and
omission— either in isolation (e.g. the by-name alone) or in combination (e.g. by-name
plus addition), sometimes to the extent that the translatum (Reiss & Vermeer, 1996)
might prove perfectly opaque, despite the fact that, as a proper noun it would
‘obviously’ invite appropriation: adoption or adaptation/calque.
The second part of our corpus lists derived eponyms (also known as deonyms),
normally common nouns where we would expect triangulation but where, eventually,
idiocultural referents might block any translation procedure, except appropriation
and/or additional glosses.
As part of an eponymic taxonomy which has reached its final phases, we identify, and
classify, according to the translation procedures involved, some fifty hagionyms and a
score of derived eponyms, basically in the English-Spanish contrast, but also taking
other European languages like German, Dutch, Swedish, bokmål Norwegian, Danish,
French, Italian, Portuguese or Hungarian into account.
We observe that, while cultural substitution tends to be mandatory both in the common
heritage hagionyms, other types of substitution abound (especially as regards the
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geonymic by-names), aggregation is commonplace and the amount of lemmas with no
valid translation stand out among the derived eponyms.
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Multilingual competence among human service professionals:
What matters for intercultural communication?
Dorota Celinska / Roberto Swazo
Roosevelt University / University of Northern Iowa
dcelinsk@roosevelt.edu / roberto.swazo@uni.edu

Abstract
Historically multicultural trainings and practices have neglected bi/multilingualism of
professionals and clientele as a critical component of intercultural exchanges in human
services (Peters, Sawyer & Guzman, 2014). Yet, appropriate use of language(s) in
psychotherapy is linked to rendering enhanced diagnostic and treatment services (Costa
& Dewaele, 2018). In a recent study the providers’ language competence accounted for
sixty two percent of their confidence in providing professional services to
bi/multilingual clients (Swazo & Celinska, 2018). Other studies evidenced that
professional trainings in multilingualism and culturally/linguistically sensitive
psychotherapy increase professionals’ competence and confidence, enhance therapeutic
relationships, and augment clients’ benefits (Bager-Charleson, Dewaele, Costa &
Kasap, 2017). Despite well-documented importance of professionals’ multilingual
competence for effective human services for linguistically diverse populations, the
existing literature offers limited insight into the relationships among various levels of
providers’ competence in bi/multilingualism. To analyze such relationships this study
is grounded in linguistic research on the use of language by multilinguals in the context
therapeutic communication and its moderating influence on therapeutic/service
relationships and outcomes (Pavlenko, 2014; Rolland, Dewaele & Costa, 2017).
The total of 483 participants representing psychology, counseling, social/family
services responded to a previously researched questionnaire of multilingualism in
human services (Swazo & Celinska, 2018). Three measured levels of multilingualism
(Bilingualism,

Academic-Based

Second

Language,

and

Culturally-Embedded

Bi/Multilingualism) were correlated using Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficients. All levels were statistically significantly and positively correlated with
each other (p value of .005 or lower), with the correlation between Bilingualism and
Culturally-Embedded Bi/Multilingualism (r=617, p=.000) being the strongest.
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The findings suggest that human services professionals who learn second language in
academic environments and/or self-identify as bilinguals may not be fully prepared to
use language in a culturally meaningful manner in their professional intercultural
practices, possibly leading to linguistic and cultural clashes with bi/multilingual
clientele. Several suggestions for providing training in profession-specific language to
assure competent provision of diagnostic, psycho-educational, and therapeutic services
for multilingual clientele will be discussed.
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Short-term study abroad in language teacher education:
Translating interculturality framework
to the design of an intercultural induction program

Emrullah Yasin Çiftçi / A. Cendel Karaman
Middle East Technical University
yciftci@metu.edu.tr /cendel@metu.edu.tr

Abstract
With the advent of complex global transportation and technological activities, which
are largely facilitated through neoliberal political and economic structures, people
navigate across various social spheres more than ever and often meet people from
diverse backgrounds. Therefore, a number of scholars have underscored an increasing
need to infuse interculturality framework into language (teacher) education. In this
respect, experiential learning opportunities within short-term study abroad programs
can help prospective language teachers develop interculturality, which is vital in terms
of working with culturally and linguistically diverse language learners. However, a
sophisticated level of (critical) interculturality, which embraces the fluid and complex
nature of culture and recognizes societal inequalities existing between groups of
people, may not emerge merely by participating in such programs.
An induction program that is offered prior to an international mobility period can help
prospective language teachers construct an awareness of (critical) interculturality
before the commencement of the study abroad period. This presentation explicates a
curriculum design project for an intercultural induction program that aims to prepare
short-term study abroad candidates from a particular language teacher education
context in Turkey. The main goal of the program, which has been informed by three indepth qualitative studies, is to help candidates, through experiential mediums, reflect
on dominant social, economic, and political structures, cultural essentialism,
multiplicity and intersectionality of identities, English as a lingua franca
communication, and native/non-native English speaker binary/hierarchy. Guided by a
systematic and contextualized curriculum design process and by the suggestions in the
literature, this induction program offers a critical, reflexive, and experiential
preparation period. Such systematic and contextualized preparation efforts can
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contribute to the growing body of literature on intercultural preparation and to the
design of further interculturality programs or to the refinements of the existing
programs.
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Translating the Italian city in the context of the refugee crisis
Andrea Ciribuco
NUI Galway
andrea.ciribuco@nuigalway.ie

Abstract
In the context of what media have called the “refugee crisis,” Italy figures as a liminal
space of contact and precariousness: a contested space where the European debate on
borders and race intensifies, newcomers’ expectations about Europe are put to the test,
and reactions from local communities to the newcomers differ greatly across the axis of
solidarity and rejection. Italy is not often the asylum seekers’ intended destination;
however, since the Dublin regulation compels asylum seekers to have their claim
examined in their first EU country of arrival, this place of passage becomes a
precarious home to the asylum seeker, at least until the outcome of his or her asylum
application.
The focus of this paper is the asylum seeker’s relation with the “spatial repertoire” of
an Italian city – that is to say “the available and sedimented resources that derive from
the repeated language practices of the people involved in […] particular places”
(Pennycook & Otsuji, 2015, p. 166). In order to survive, asylum seekers must learn
how to interact with the spatial repertoire, which means not only expanding their own
individual repertoires through mandatory Italian classes, but also learning how to form
meaningful connections with the surrounding environment and the people in it. The
understanding of a spatial repertoire involves translation in various forms: as the
understanding of norms, practices, and functions of space; but also as the reformulation
of one’s own repertoire in ways that will be accessible to the locals.
Through extensive ethnographic research conducted with the support of local NGO
Tamat, I have interviewed groups of African asylum seekers living in the town of
Perugia (Italy) and nearby villages. In this paper, I will focus on the translational
strategies the participants have come up with to interact with these relatively small,
tightly knit communities, and what areas of interaction (food, sports, the arts) have
resulted in successful negotiations.
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Challenging Structural Inequalities through Community-led
Swimming: Social Infrastructure and Interculturality
Haynes Collins
University of Leeds
h.collins@leeds.ac.uk

Abstract
This presentation introduces the second stage of a three-part research project entitled
‘An Anthropology of Swimming: Exploring Communication, Identity and Inclusivity
in Publicly-Accessible Pools’. The project employs an ethnographical approach which
draws on Holliday’s (2013) notion of ‘small culture formation on the go’ to explore
daily social interaction and points of tension within the specific environments of
community-led swimming pools (or ‘baths’) where a diverse range of people come
together through a shared interest. This stage of the project builds upon previous
swimming-focused research (Wiltse, 2007; Scott 2010; Collins and Pajak, 2018) which
has highlighted how an activity such as swimming is particularly good as a way of
focalising wider socio-cultural issues. This includes the identification of swimming
pools as one example of what Klinenberg (2018) defines as ‘social infrastructure’
which are places where people are encouraged to congregate, linger and interact. These
social spaces are vital, but increasingly neglected, underfunded or simply disappearing
in what can be seen as a wider neoliberal socio-political shift. Swimming can arguably
be performed along these same neoliberal lines when approached as a solitary activity
within exclusive members-only facilities and where the motivation for participation
reflects Foucault’s (1975) notion of disciplinary biopower and a self-policed, compliant
body.

However, a different picture is apparent in the data emerging from two

community-run pools in Birmingham and Leeds, UK (Bramley Baths & Moseley Road
Baths) which were once threatened with closure due to lack of council funding. The
efforts of community-led organisations which have taken over the management of the
pools have helped to strengthen social relations, revitalise the local community and
improve the health of the pools’ users. These examples also demonstrate how the
potential for interculturality can be supported by inclusive physical spaces which allow
people to interact across diverse groups.
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inequalities in society through community initiatives which promote social
infrastructure, crucial interaction, which is at the heart of interculturality, can be
sustained.
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Holding “your” peace: an exploratory survey
of how language professionals respond to changes
in linguistic and social interactions
Marcelo Concário
São Paulo State University
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Abstract
In this paper I deal with an exploratory survey with 22 graduate students in a course I
taught in “Language Awareness, Interaction and Multicultural Views”, as part of a
professional graduate program in “Language, Culture and Media”. The graduate
students were presented with data (written excerpts) I had collected in interactions with
undergraduate students in previous years (in English and in Brazilian Portuguese), and
from personal emails or text messages I had exchanged with different professionals,
mainly secretaries of medical doctors and administrative staff in different organizations
(in Brazilian Portuguese). The rationale was to present the excerpts and ask my
graduate students to write down their responses/reactions to what they read. The main
objective was to compare the responses of the graduate students with my own reactions
to communication styles in student-teacher and client-service messages. When I asked
those graduate students to express their reactions and views, I provided them with brief
information about the contexts and circumstances related to the interactions from
which the excerpts had been extracted. The identity of my interlocutors in the data was
preserved, and the graduate students were instructed to focus on issues we had been
dealing with in our course, namely language awareness (James, 1999; Koller, 2018,
Schmidt, 1995); intercultural communication (Kotthoff & Spencer-Oatey, 2007);
tolerance, negotiation and politeness (Berk-Seligson, 2002). More specifically, there
was an interest in addressing the concept of noticing in awareness raising activities,
how technology and age can affect people’s expectations regarding conventions
(shared cultures) of language use, and how (self-)reflection and negotiation can help
overcome barriers in transactional exchanges. The responses of my students and my
own experience of the interactions were then reviewed in focus group discussions in
order to identify and categorize reactions to ways of communicating that - in some
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cases - seem to suggest greater cooperation between interlocutors, while others seem to
point at mutual feelings of mistrust between the participants in the interactions. Despite
the limitations of this practical, exploratory classroom research exercise, some
interesting findings have helped to underscore the role of experience, tolerance and
flexibility in language as communication, particularly as regards email and mobile
applications for telephones. Above all, the willingness to listen and read between the
lines – or the ability to consider alternative meanings - seems to become more and
more important in everyday interactions that tend to prefer more concise and
straightforward exchanges even in more formal/professional settings. This may prove
helpful knowledge in professional education, especially in the field of communication.
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“I had things to tell, you understand?”
Reciprocity and hospitality in a university of sanctuary setting
Veronica Crosbie / Julie Daniel
Dublin City University
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Abstract
In 2016, in recognition of its endeavours to create a culture of welcome and hospitality
for forced migrants, Dublin City University (DCU) was awarded the designation of
University of Sanctuary. One of its flagship projects, MELLIE, pairs forced migrants
with DCU students and staff to exchange and to co-write their life stories; as such,
aiming to enhance literacies on the one hand and foster integration and cultural
exchange on the other. In addition to its linguistic purposes, the project creates an
hospitable space which, through storytelling, creates opportunities for cross-cultural
dialogue, the sharing of past experiences and the co-building of new ones. This year,
photovoice (Migliorini & Rania 2017) was added as a participatory method to record
and reflect the beings and doings of the Mellie participants, engage in critical
intercultural dialogue, explore capabilities and functionings (Nussbaum 2011) and
develop an appreciation of visual literacy. Two key themes, ‘Self’ and ‘Land’, were
used to develop the stories with paired participants (host/guest), following a set of
guided questions and prompts. Drawing on narrative accounts from the participants,
this paper analyses the findings, including the challenges and the outcomes of the
reciprocal relationship between guest and host, which Derrida calls dynamic and only
substantial when put into practice (Derrida and Dufourmantelle, 2000). We explore the
nature of this relationship, how it is built on a constant negotiation between the two
parties involved in order to reach a satisfying status quo. We also draw on Bhabha’s
understanding of cultural translation (Rutherford 1990) which eschews cultural norms
in favour of cultural difference. Bringing a critical intercultural lens to the discussion
allows us also to focus on the ethical grounds for intercultural praxis that allows for a
‘radical otherness of the other’ (MacDonald and O’Regan, 2013:1016), adding further
complexity to the process of encounter.
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The Synergy of Topoi and Socio-cognition in Ideology Construction
and Identity Reformation: War-on-Terror Discourse
Reham El Shazly
Arab Academy for Science
remoo@aucegypt.edu

Abstract
Based on 29 military statements on the Comprehensive Counterterrorism Operation of
Sinai 2018 (CCOS), this study aims at critically analysing the dialectical and the
discursive formation of ideology, and the reformation of identity using 'war-on-terror'
discourse to deploy new socio-political realities. Data were analysed using Wodak's
Theory of Argumentative Topoi, in which context-dependant argumentation has been
linguistically constructed expending the lexico-syntactical and lexico-sematic
manufacture of ideology. Using van Dijk's socio-cognitive approach along with Reisigl
and Wodak's five-way discursive strategies, the discourse frames a reworked sociopolitical reality. The discourse evokes never overstepped hegemony of the in-group
over the out-group using micro-level discursive tools and mental images to construct
and contest macro-level sociocultural context. It reformulates valued identity,
constructs anti-terrorism ideology and sustains the power of the status-quo. This study
has seminally conceived four cardinal discursive strategies that warrant and sell the
‘Noble War’ to variegated social spheres. The findings suggest that war-on-terror
discourse relies on at least four constructive macro-strategies that discursively
construct and inculcate sociocultural ideologies and reformulate valued identity. They
aim to normalise the social current cognition and control the public’s interpretation of
pertinent future events. The results argue that the army was able to flip the dynamics of
the public opinion and legitimise its unprecedented war against Egyptians who are
plagued with terrorism. Using Topoi in critical discourse analysis, this study
contributes to the body of literature on 'war-on-terror' discourse by supplementing the
existing understanding using military discourse in post the Arab Spring.
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Sociocultural Background and Intercultural Communicative
Competence: A Study of International School Teachers in Iran
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Abstract
The main objective of international schools is to raise internationally-minded
students.
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international school teachers for such a mission is to know how interculturally
aware and capable they are. This research attempted to investigate the
international

school

teachers’

perceptions

of

Intercultural

Communicative

Competence (ICC) and whether or not the sociocultural background could
predict the ICC level of the teachers. To do so, 55 international school
teachers participated in the quantitative phase of the study, out of which nine
were selected for the qualitative phase. They were asked to fill in two
questionnaires, one to gather demographic information and one to assess their
perceptions of ICC (adapted from Yildiz, 2016; Zhou, 2011). The research
was followed by a semi-structured interview. The results of data analysis
showed that sociocultural factors like age, number of languages spoken,
number of countries visited and duration of the visits, in the context of
teachers working in international schools in Tehran, had no relationship with
the ICC perception of the teachers and could not predict their ICC either. The
teacher participants found ICC as a way to respect other cultures and accept
culture differences. They also believed that attending international schools
would affect students and their own cultural identity, mostly positively. The
majority of the teachers claimed that they would give time for reflection on
intercultural experiences of students in their classes. However, this study
showed that factors influential in ICC could work in one context but not in
another; therefore, the context of teachers working in international schools
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needs to be studied to elicit other factors affecting teachers’ ICC.
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Lexical and semantic interferences from a L2 to a L1
in migrant adults (Berber-Catalan)
Carla Ferrerós Pagès
Universitat de Girona
carla.ferreros@udg.edu

Abstract
This research focus on labelling and categorization of body parts in bilingual adults,
and how the cross-linguistic differences influence the verbal expression of meaning.
We investigate semantic categorization of body parts by Berber native speakers living
in Catalonia, and how Catalan language influences the categorization of the L1
lexically and semantically, taking into account also the non-literal meanings.
The sample is composed by two groups: one group of control of Berber speakers with
no contact with Catalan language, and one study group of twelve Berber L1 speakers
living in Catalonia. The last group is divided into three categories: 1) Berbers who have
spent more time in Catalonia than in Morocco. 2) Berbers who have spent nearly the
same amount of time in Catalonia and in Morocco. 3) Berbers who arrived in Catalonia
less than five years before the interview was carried out. There is variety in gender, age
and level of studies as we could already foresee differences in the information
obtained.
Interferences between the two languages is one of the most common issues in the fields
of second language acquisition and bilingualism. The former mostly refers to the
transfer from L1 to L2, while the latter deals with the transfer from L2 to L1, less
analyzed in adults. Since the evidence that there are differences in the L1 of our
consultants is related to the amount of time they have been in touch with the Catalan
language, our goal is to analyze, describe and classify them in order to discover
whether they are consequence of a transfer from Catalan categorization to Berber
categorization. We take Catalan as a L2 or L3 for these speakers because, we have to
take into account that almost all the consultants also know French, Arabic or Spanish.
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How do we talk about culture? An experimental focus group
Doris Fetscher
Westsächsische Hochschule Zwickau
doris.fetscher@fh-zwickau.de

Abstract
Holliday 2013 asks under which circumstances we talk about ʻa cultureʼ and what we
mean when we do this. (p.3). Do we still need this specific notion when talking about
our complex “reality” or about the different “Lebenswelten” (life-worlds) within which
we are at home? In Germany the term “Lebenswelten” is used in everyday language to
designate the different social or subcultural environments of people.
In relational constructivist social sciences the term “Lebenswelt” is defined as the
subjective construction of reality in relation to the conditions of life (Kraus, 2013).
In my paper I will present the findings of an experimental focus group, which consisted
of four colleagues, all of whom work in the field of intercultural communication.
My research is based on the idea of the language portrait in which “[…] participants
first visualize their linguistic repertoire using the outline of a body silhouette.” (Busch,
2018) which is completed by a narration on their linguistic biography (Franceschini,
2002) with the aim to identify how the participants construct and negotiate their
multilingual identities (see Pavlenko and Blackledge, 2006 who assembled very
interesting examples of identity negotiations in multilingual contexts).
The first task for the participants of the focus group is to visualize their different lifeworlds using the same body silhouette as for the language portraits while, as a second
task, I will ask them to explain their drawings to each other. Unfortunately, I was
unable to find any example of a similar use of this specific visual method in the
relevant literature. Different approaches to reflexive drawing only exist in the field of
plurilingualism (e.g. Prasad, 2018). For this reason I consider my focus group as
experimental.
Proceeding in this way, the experiment will create two levels of co-construction under
the conditions of the described setting (Deppermann, 2014, Lucius-Hoene/
Deppermann, 2004). On a first level the participants will construct their life-worlds
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through the visualization while, on a second level, the participants co-construct their
life-worlds through the reciprocal explanation of their visualizations. Hence, in a
broader sense, it is possible to consider both of these processes as processes of
translation through which the participants make their subjective reality and their ways
of life compehensible to each other.
In a narrower sense and in the tradition of visual sociology, it is possible to consider
especially the second step as a translation from a visual text into a narrative.
(Dirksmeier, 2013).
What will happen with the notion “culture” during this process and in a setting where it
is not mentioned by the researcher at all?
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The Cultural Translation Industry:
Liquefying the Cultural Dimension of Localisation
Alexander Frame
University of Burgundy
aframe@u-bourgogne.fr / will.noonan@u-bourgogne.fr

Abstract
Since cultures are liquid processes which consist in partially-shared and evolving
frames of reference being used creatively for sensemaking in human interactions, any
attempt to fix and systematise their description with a view to transposition from one
culture to another seems doomed to fail. This is especially problematic for web
localisation, defined as “taking a product and making it linguistically and culturally
appropriate to the target locale (country/region and language) where it will be used and
sold” (LISA, 2003), since the localisation industry claims, in effect, to translate
between cultures by adapting digital products to other national cultural frames. Tools
purportedly used - and advertised - by localisation professionals typically derive from
comparative paradigms of cross-cultural communication, whose limits, when applied to
the micro-social level of communication, have been widely documented (Dervin &
Machart, 2015). Such tools are clearly incapable of balancing macro-level “cultural”
customisation against the demands and preferences of a given market segment or
category of website, or against the source or target market positioning of a specific
organisation, service or product. Academic literature on the cultural dimension of web
localisation covers both theory-driven deductive and data-driven inductive approaches
to the question of national cultural differences (cf. Moura, Singh, & Chun, 2016 for a
comprehensive review), yet largely ignores the potential of liquid approaches in
accounting (localising, translating, trans-creating) for shifting frames of reference. This
proposal will adopt a critical intercultural approach to web localisation, showing how
the grounded and performative cultural dynamics of human communication, intimately
linked with identities (Frame, 2014) can and should be taken into account when
seeking to adapt a website to new publics (Frame & Ihlen, 2018). It will thus move
beyond existing literature in the field and open new perspectives by applying a liquid
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approach to culture in this professional domain.
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Raising intercultural sensitivity and reflexivity of university students
Laura Furcsa / Rita Szaszkó
Eszterházy Károly University
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Abstract
In our presentation, the planning and the implementation of an intercultural sensitivity
training for foreign students will be described, which was based on the experiences of a
previous intercultural project (Furcsa, 2009). At Eszterházy Károly University (EKU)
(Eger, Hungary), approximately 80 foreign students coming from different countries
study in various fields of study in each semester. The need for a special intercultural
awareness training was expressed by both the students themselves, the professors as
well as the staff at the International Relations Office. Consequently, a special training
was developed for the incoming students at EKU and it has been organized in three
consecutive semesters so far. The main objectives of this intercultural sensitivityraising programme are as follows: to get a deeper knowledge and understanding of
various cultures, to focus on the issues of biases, stereotypes, discrimination,
acculturation, problem-solving, skills development and team building. The effects of
this training were measured by using an on-line questionnaire as well as by follow-up
interviews (n=6). The quantitative results revealed that the participants perceived the
training as thought-provoking, motivating and fundamentally awareness-raising in a
positive relaxed atmosphere. The preliminary qualitative findings suggest that the most
fundamental emerging pattern in the students’ interpretation of cultures is the perceived
importance and extent of similarities and differences between the native and the target
culture(s).
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Cultural variation in the cognitive and linguistic configuration
of ordinary relational identities
Rosa Giménez-Moreno
IULMA-Universitat de València
rosa.gimenez@uv.es

Abstract
Common relational identities (RIs), such as sister, uncle, tutor, boss or colleague, are
frequently and spontaneously expressed in today’s communication, without dedicating
much attention to their mental conceptualisation nor the degree of similarity or
divergence shared between interlocutors (Sluss and Ashforth, 2007). Although in most
societies and cultures there seems to be an explicit agreement about their standard
denotative meaning, this apparent simplicity hides a miscommunication niche,
especially when we transfer this issue to intercultural contexts. As experts emphasise
(Sedikides and Brewer, 2001; Sluss and Ashforth, 2007; van Dijk, 2006, 2008,
Giménez-Moreno and Ivorra-Pérez, 2017, Giménez-Moreno and Martínez-Sierra,
2017), these interpersonal identities reflect complex mental constructs that are very
sensitive to most variables interacting in human communication, particularly cultural
variation, inter-generational variation, ideological variation and register variation. The
mental constructs that their associated terms connote may differ considerably between
interlocutors, and although this mismatch can be deliberate (e.g. with the objective of
influencing readers or interlocutors ideologically or commercially), it is frequently
unintentional, mainly due to the differences between the sociocultural and experiential
profiles of the interlocutors.
With the objective of delving into this line of research which is primarily based on
cognitive pragmatics and semantics (Lehrer and Kittay, 1992; Fillmore and Baker,
2009; Cienki, 2010), the present study focuses on observing how native speakers of 15
different languages and from more than 20 different cultural backgrounds develop their
awareness about the complexity of conceptualising, expressing, defining and
classifying these ordinary RIs in a multicultural forum of discussion. Throughout a
staged methodological process, a significant set of informants discusses and exchanges
information in English about the most important RIs in their daily lives, bring to light
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their most controversial defining aspects, learn about their current denotative,
connotative and pragmatic meanings, try to establish correspondences between English
and the other languages they speak, and find strategies to negotiate the cultural and
linguistic differences.
The analysis reveals that the cultural background of the interlocutors triggers clear
differences in the mental constructs, pragmatic meanings and terms associated with
these RIs. The conceptualisation of these identities is not static, but it keeps changing
and adapting itself to cultural, social and ideological conventions. Discussion and
negotiation processes in multicultural encounters facilitate awareness of (dis)similar
cognitive, semantic, linguistic and pragmatic aspects associated with them. The
evidenced complexity of this issue can cause interlocutors, readers, translators and
communication professionals from diverse cultural backgrounds to understand and
interpret them, and subsequently translate their associated terms, from divergent
perspectives, leading to undesirable inferences. The present investigation tries to
contribute to the improvement of intercultural and cognitive adjustment processes,
necessary for the adequate and effective understanding and translation of these
ordinary relational identities.
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The translation of tourist texts from a gender perspective:
a contrastive English-Spanish analysis
Diana González / Alicia Ricart / Gora Zaragoza
Universitat de València
diana.gonzalez@uv.es / alicia.ricart@uv.es / gora.zaragoza@uv.es

Abstract
The development of tourism arises as a result of deep political, social and economic
transformations of the first half of the 20th century. Women are central to this, both as
producers and consumers of products and tourism experiences (Pritchard et al., 2015).
Besides, the intertwining of gender and translation has been tackled from different
perspectives and applications (Zaragoza, 2018; von Flotow, 2011; Simon 1996). In the
field of tourism, scholars have addressed issues such as the necessary competencies of
the translator of tourist texts, the overwhelming presence of culture bumps and the
quality of tourism translated texts (González Pastor, 2018). However, there are few
contributions that combine gender and language in the tourism field and those existing
have mainly focused on how the language of tourism attempts to seduce millions of
people into becoming tourists and subsequently to control their attitudes and behavior
(Dann, 1986), privileging the male, heterosexual gaze among others (Pritchard and
Morgan, 2000). Tourism, as a cultural artifact, pervades most human activities and
behaviors, which in turn are intertwined with less visible layers of culture, such as
values, beliefs or ideology (Hofstede, 1981). Translators, who act as cross-cultural
mediators, must be able to understand the universe of rules, (a)symmetric relationships
and inequalities, as well as power relations between cultures (Katan, 1999; Venuti,
1988).
English, a presumably 'neutral language' owing to its morphosyntactic and grammatical
characteristics, unlike Romance languages, has taken prominence as lingua franca in
this field. Our contribution seeks to analyze translators’ choices when faced with
gender-neutral words which in Romance languages require a gender choice. Our corpus
includes a sample of tourist texts translated from English into Spanish and aims to
establish whether translation choices are gender-inclusive or whether they resort to the
masculine generic. This study helps to vindicate the need to equate masculine and
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feminine voices and to banish erroneously naturalized stereotypes in tourism discourse
and translation. The preliminary results of this analysis show that translations of tourist
texts do not use linguistic or metadiscursive strategies that promote inclusive language
and, therefore, an equitable relationship in relation to their target audience. This study
aims to fill a research gap in the field of translation of intrinsically cultural texts in the
tourism field and the use of gender-sensitive translation strategies.1

1

This contribution is framed within two research projects at the Universitat de València: PluriTAV (ref.
FFI2016-74853-P, 2017-2019, AEI, FEDER) and the Innovation in Education Project VOICED:
TRANSLATING FOR EQUALITY (UV-SPIE_RMD18-953108).
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Language teachers and students as intercultural mediators:
exploring one of the cracks through which the light gets in
Alison Gourvès-Hayward / Cathy Sablé
GLAT, Technopôle Brest-Iroise
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Abstract
Ring the bells that still can ring
Forget your perfect offering
There is a crack, a crack in everything
That’s how the light gets in.
Anthem - Leonard Cohen 1992
This paper explores the role of both language teachers and learners as intercultural
mediators, building on insights gained from a recent study of 16 staff members from
faculty, support staff and Senior management, carried out at a French graduate
engineering school (Sablé & Gourvès-Hayward 2018). We then provide two examples
of intercultural language teaching practice in the inbetween spaces or third places
between languages and cultures, (Kramsch 1993), which, although imperfect, may
provide one of the cracks that let the light get in (Cohen 1992). This non-essentialist
view of culture includes the Hegelian notion of a dialectic between the singular
individual, cultural socialization and universal human traits (Porcher & AbdallahPretceille 1998).
The aim of this study was to examine and compare, using the discourse analysis of
semi-directed interviews and the software TROPES, the representations of different
forms of mediation held by key players in terms of contact with the international
students who represent around 50% of the student population. The results included the
association of mediation with conflict resolution and negotiation, where mediators
provide bridges or buffers between different interlocutors. Ethical communication,
empathy, decentring and acceptance of otherness, were deemed essential to this
process, along with the importance of reformulation, translation or adaptation of
written and verbal communication (CEFR 2017; Zarate et al 2004). These competences
were often attributed specifically to language lecturers and seen as providing an “added
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value” in an internationalized engineering school. This role, going far beyond the
language classroom, was clearly identified by the language lecturers themselves, who
also associated their students in the process. This “added value” will be illustrated by
two examples, based on an exploration of clashes of values arising naturally from the
international classroom.
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The Sea Needs No Ornament:
A Bilingual Anthology of Caribbean Women Poets
Maria Grau Perejoan
Universitat de Barcelona
maria.grau@ub.edu

Abstract
This paper will argue that translation is a key to supporting literary and cultural
exchange that transcends linguistic borders. Literary exchange and translation work are
a priority and enormously beneficial as they help strengthen the artistic, cultural and
intellectual health of a culture, encouraging diversity, multilingualism and the sharing
of knowledge.
The Sea Needs No Ornament/El mar no necesita ornamento is a bilingual anthology of
Caribbean women poets whose main objective is to foment an exchange between the
different literatures and cultures of the Caribbean. This anthology was born out of the
realisation that language barriers continue to limit the ways in which the Caribbean is
read, perceived and interpreted, both within the region and beyond. Professor Loretta
Collins-Klobah from the Universidad de Puerto Rico and Maria Grau Perejoan, lecturer
from the Universitat de Barcelona have edited and translated this anthology, which
seeks to promote women poets through translating some of their best poems while they
are relatively early in their publishing career.
This paper will outline the challenges of the joint translation of almost 100 poems by
32 women poets from the English and the Spanish-speaking Caribbean. Issues such as
the selection criteria for both poets and poems, as well as the source language/s and
target language/s’ implications will be discussed. All in all, it will explore what type of
knowledge the translator of Caribbean literary texts – as cultural agents – needs to be
equipped with in order to offer ethically and politically motivated translations, and in
this way participate in the critical network that contributes to the collective dimension
of social struggles.
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Intercultural Epistemological Translation
and Intercultural Responsibilty in Transnational Research
Manuela Guilherme
Universidade de Coimbra
mariaguilherme@ces.uc.pt

Abstract
This paper focuses on the plurilingual and intercultural issues raised by epistemological
translation and negotiation within and across transnational research groups, namely in
the Life Sciences and Social Sciences, but which have nevertheless been left
disregarded. It begins with the discussion of the concept of ‘intercultural translation’ as
developed within the theory of the Epistemologies of the South by Boaventura de Sousa
Santos (2014, 2018) and its necessary impact in transnational research nowadays. This
topic will be furthered by the analysis of the concept of ‘intercultural responsibility’, put
forward by the author in a previous project, ICOPROMO, which will be examined
through the lenses of a decolonial approach (Mignolo & Walsh, 2018 and Guilherme,
forthcoming). The overall conceptual framework presented above finds empirical
support in the research work developed and coordinated by the author in the
Glocademics and RIAIPE3 projects carried out in Latin America between 2010 and
2016, both under the auspices of the European Commission. Finally, the issues
regarding transnational research within the approach taken hereby will be contextualised
within the larger discussion about the internationalisation of higher education.
Interdisciplinarity and the role of the humanities and social sciences in scientific
research and in the promotion of an ecology of knowledges will bring an end to this
presentation.
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Parallel shifts in Translation and Intercultural Communication
Studies and their significance for informal translation
and intercultural practices in international development
Lena Hamaidia / Jane Woodin / Sarah Methven
University of Sheffield
L.Hamaidia@sheffield.ac.uk / J.Woodin@sheffield.ac.uk / saramethven@gmail.com

Abstract
This paper will address the relationship between translation, intercultural
communication and international development practice as encountered in the field.
Through tracing parallel developments in the academic fields of translation studies and
intercultural communication studies, it highlights the move from static concepts of
language, nation, and culture to the fluid exchange spaces of multilingual and
intercultural encounters. In-the-field examples of international development challenges
are examined and discussed in the light of these theoretical shifts. We propose (a) that
both fields of study can learn from each other, (b) that translation training should
account for the messy intercultural spaces of contact zones, and (c) that guidance on
intercultural practice be further developed to benefit those working in the field.
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The impact of the second language (L2) on the sociocultural adaptation
of Spanish migrants working around the world
Nerea Hernaiz-Agreda / Carmen Carmona Rodríguez / Fernando Maruenda Fluixà /
Simran Vazirani Mangnani
Universitat de València
Nerea.Hernaiz@uv.es / Carmen.Carmona@uv.es / Fernando.Marhuenda@uv.es /
Simran.Vazirani@uv.es

Abstract
Learning a second language (L2) plays an important role among people who desire to
work or study abroad and have an international experience. This is especially the case
for young, qualified Spanish migrants who moved abroad during the economic crisis.
The present study focused on the analysis of L2 competence (Martínez & González,
2018), language ability based on the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages (CEFR), the difficulties of sociocultural adaptation (Grad, 2017) and
cultural diversity competence (Aguado, González, Antúnez & de Dios, 2017) among
young Spanish workers from Educational field living abroad. In particular, the study
was carried out through an ad hoc questionnaire among 36 participants working and
living in different countries in Europe and overseas.
The results indicate that Spaniards who scored higher in L2 skills have more cultural
diversity competence, and less struggles adapting culturally and socially in the new
culture. According to the Council of Europe (2001), communicative language
competence contains three components which integrate the learning of a language:
linguistic, sociolinguistic and pragmatic competences. Each of these elements must not
only be acquired as knowledge but also in practice. Consequently, the young qualified
graduates that performed well in the cultural diversity competency struggled less with
sociocultural adaptation and had higher levels of L2 speaking and reading at work.
In addition, results show that workers who have previously studied abroad were more
competent in L2, cultural diversity competence, and have fewer difficulties in their
adaptation. In addition, few participants had a language certificate when they migrated
(25.8%), however they perceived themselves to have a high level of L2 (higher than
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B2).
We conclude this study by emphasizing that speaking an L2 and high level in cultural
diversity competence allow Spanish migrants to have fewer difficulties at work in the
host country, and improve their professional specialized language.
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Searching for deCentred threads:
translating the intercultural through dissolving boundaries
Adrian Holliday / Sara Amadasi
Canterbury Christ Church University / University of Modena & Reggio Emilia
adrianholliday42@icloud.com / sara.amadasi@unimore.it

Abstract
In this presentation we will present a piece of data from our forthcoming book, Making
sense of the intercultural: searching for deCentred threads, Routledge. We begin with
the theoretical premiss that interculturality requires a dissolving of what have become
established but falsely constructed large culture boundaries. We argue that these are
Centre structures because they derive from the ‘us’-‘them’ grand narratives of
homogeneous national or other large culture opposition (Hall, 1991). To transcend this
Centre position, we look at the potentially deCentred nature of small culture formation
on the go in which all of us are engaged in on a daily basis from early childhood.
However, small culture formation on the go only succeeds in being deCentred if it
employs personal narratives that pull threads that bring us together rather than blocks
that splinter from Centre grand narratives (Lyotard, 1979, p. 22). DeCentred threads
can also be obscure and messy in their interculturality (Dervin, 2016, pp. 103-106).
They can emerge in unexpected ways (Henriksen, 2008, p. 42) in uncomfortable and
very difficult to achieve third spaces and within sometimes conflictual positioning.
This is demonstrated in our data where children of migrants, while showing themselves
to be expert cultural travellers, contrary to the Centre presumption that they are
culturally confused, resist the positioning that seems to support this expertise to which
they are invited within the research event. The research event itself is thus revealed as
small culture formation on the go to which we researchers are also bring our own
conflicting grand and personal narratives (Talmy, 2011). The instance of data we
present illustrates this third space messiness in our own researcher positioning, which,
unexpectedly, is the real resource for the deCentred intercultural threads we can forge
with the people we research.
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Conceptualising ‘intercultural personhood’:
Making meanings about postgraduates’ intercultural experience
at a UK university
Zhuo Min Huang
University of Manchester
zhuomin.huang@manchester.ac.uk

Abstract
In the world of increasing interconnectivity, hybridity and creativity, individuals can no
longer be described with a fixed and singular ‘identity’ – a term which could usually
reduce the complexities and creativity of who a person is/could be. In this paper, I,
following Kim (2008, 2015), provide a conceptualisation of ‘intercultural personhood’
– a term which emphasises the humanistic and developmental aspect of being a person,
and which could liberate individuals from the culturalist, reductionist, and essentialist
labels of cultural identifications (as relevant to ‘identity’) (Titley, 2012). Kim’s
discussion of the term was characterised by a self-other orientation which particularly
focused on individual particularity and universalization (or what Holliday (2018) might
call as normal humanities). My conceptualisation of the term extends Kim’s by
embracing the psychological and philosophical insights of personalistic studies (e.g.
self-consciousness, agency, morality, a sense of conherence and continuity, and affect),
and the previous research on ‘identity’ which is relevant to, but more extensively
studied than ‘intercultural personhood’. Methodologically, I used creative-visual-arts
methods with five self-selected postgraduates in order to facilitate their meaningmaking about their intercultural experience at a UK university. I worked with these
students individually through intensive workshops (approximately 10 hours in total per
person). By conducting a multislicing semiotic analysis (MSA) (Huang, 2017) of the
generated creative-visual-arts data, I developed an in-depth understanding about their
processes of being and becoming cultivated and intercultured. In my findings, I
conceptualised ‘intercultural personhood’ as: a mobile, dichotomous construct of
change and exchange, which is manifested through intentionality and the multiplicity
of ‘who I am’. Ultimately, by providing this conceptualisation of the term, I seek to
challenge the essentialist approach to intercultural research, and to promote social
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justice and liberalism for the wellbeing of individuals in intercultural contexts.
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National or Corporate Culture?
A Cross-Cultural Communication Approach
to Peninsular-Spanish and British Business Websites
Francisco Miguel Ivorra Pérez
Universitat de València
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Abstract
Drawing on the premise that language and culture are intertwined concepts (GuillénNieto, 2009; Ivorra-Pérez, 2014), this paper aims at analysing the impact of
Spaniards’ and Britons’ national culture (Hall, 1976; Hofstede, 1991; Scollon &
Scollon, 1995) on the transactional discourse used on the Spanish and English online
version of multinational companies in comparison with local websites from Spain and
the UK. The corpora consist of 24 Spanish and 24 English online versions of
multinational companies from the toy and shoe commercial sector (12 for each
country and 12 for each sector). Additionally, 40 local websites (20 for each country
and 20 for each sector) are considered to carry out a contrastive analysis not only on
different countries and sectors but also on different types of companies (multinational
vs local). As regards the method, we first observe the type of information included in
the ‘About us’ section of the corpora and establish a correlation between this
information and the cultural values held by Spaniards and Britons. A quantitative
analysis by means of Sketch Engine is also carried out to know the absolute and
relative frequency on the type of information included. The findings yield statistical
differences in the transactional discourse used on multinational and local websites. As
regards the former, the corporate culture seems to prevail. However, a stronger
influence of national cultural values is perceived in local websites. As for the
industrial sector, differences are also appreciated between both data sets. This study
can help specialised translators select the appropriate information in the translation
and adaptation of commercial websites into other languages and consider the impact
of culture, be it national or corporate, on the transactional discourse used.
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Solid meets liquid?
Catherine Jaeger / Antonio Barquero
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
catherine.jaeger@hu-berlin.de / antonio.barquero@hu-berlin.de

Abstract
Language teaching in higher education has largely abandoned the grammar-translation
approach and turned to the action-based perspective. It is far from considering
languages and cultures as objects, but instead evolving towards fluid, moving and
cloggy forms (Abdallah-Pretceille, 2011).
Present didactics now focus on the development of general (e.g. intercultural) and
communicative competences (e.g. pragmatic) that make learners social actors (CEFR)
and also cultural actors (Abdallah-Pretceille, 1999) taking fluidity and dynamics in
account.
But how should these fluid forms of culture be explored in the classroom in order to
develop intercultural competences and jointly enable participants to construct verbalcommunicative openings using tools derived from pragmatics based on regulative
(Searle, 1964) rules of speaking (Wolfson,1989)?
How does one integrate approaches that seem to fall under two paradigms?
While teaching a language, should we apply a solid, a liquid or a Janusian approach?
Should we resolutely turn our backs on culturalist approaches and work fluidly for
example by utilizing intercultural case studies (Jaeger, 2017) or work more solidly, for
example by taking a cross-cultural approach based on linguacultural tools derived from
pragmatic radiograms (Barquero, 2017)?
We will present the results of a mini-project that married these two approaches by
integrating solid elements into a liquid approach. As part of this project, Romance
language learners (15 French language students, B2-Level, Intercultural Training, 2
hours a week, 15 weeks) are supposed to acquire language multi-skills using the tools
of pragmatics during the resolution of an intercultural case study.
Building on this logic, we have not aimed to teach to translate a language or a culture
but to show how to succeed within a linguaculture, to acquire a proper intercultural
und as well a linguistic competence (Byram et al., 2002) and to assure the shift from
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solid to liquid.
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From Bath to the Tube:
Emma Approved, translating Austen’s Regency novels
into a YouTube webseries
Miguel Ángel Jordán Enamorado
Universitat de València
miguel.jordan@uv.es

Abstract
In Jane Austen’s novels, an analysis of early nineteenth century English society is
displayed. In addition to showing the customs of her time, by framing her stories in her
own sociocultural context, Austen highlights some of the inequalities, injustices or
social inconsistencies of Regency England: women’s position in society, differences
and prejudices between classes, the commercial conception of marriage, etc. Austen
uses irony to analyse and criticize both society as a whole and a wide variety of
individuals from different classes and social environments.
Two hundred years after the publication of these novels, most of the themes treated in
them continue to be current and relevant for Austen’s readers and known by a wide
audience, due to the high number of film adaptations produced in the last decades.
In recent years, with the development of social media, various film genres have
emerged, offering new possibilities and requiring a reinterpretation of audio-visual
narrative. One of these genres are webseries, released directly on the Internet, costless
to the public, usually composed by short chapters and, sometimes supplemented with
other digital resources, such as protagonists’ accounts on social media.
In this work we will offer a brief analysis of the webseries "Emma Approved", an
audiovisual and time-temporal adaptation of Jane Austen’s Emma. In this webseries,
although the plot is quite faithful to the novel, the settings are dramatically modified,
since “Emma Approved” is set in current USA. In this study, we will analyze the
process of cultural translation that has been carried out, we will explain the reasons that
justify the changes made, and, finally, we will offer an evaluation of this audio-visual
product taking into account its social, cultural and narrative aspects.
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Budding ELF users in multimodal group telecollaborations
between Taiwan and Spain: The use and functions of L1
I-Chung Ke / Ana Sevilla-Pavón
Yuan Ze University / Universitat de València
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Abstract
While previous English as a lingua franca (ELF) studies mostly drew their findings
from proficient ELF users (Kaur, 2009; Seidlhofer, 2011), the current study focuses on
budding ELF users who had online ELF intercultural interactions. For English learners
with an intermediate English level, engaging in real intercultural communication with
other English learners could be challenging because both sides may use confusing
English expressions with a heavy accent. In group ELF interactions, those who share
the same first language (L1) could use their L1 for various functions. Situated from the
perspective of translanguaging (Garcia & Li Wei, 2014) and English as a multilingual
franca (Jenkins, 2015), this study investigates how the use of the L1 in a
telecollaboration project between 18 university students in Taiwan and Spain facilitated
the interactions. The participants met online to discuss their digital storytelling project.
4 sessions of online video chatting records which last about 4 hours were transcribed
and analyzed. The findings suggest that these budding ELF users, who had little
experience using English in real communication, naturally used their respective L1 to
talk with their co-nationals so as to co-construct understandings and expressions with a
view to facilitate their intercultural ELF communication. Various functions of L1 use
were identified, such as asking for translation, confirming understanding, teaching each
other their own L1 to build social bonding, thinking-aloud and self-talking, as well as
emoticon-like fillers. Pedagogical implications of L1 use in ELF teaching will be
discussed.
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Cultural Representation:
Digital English Language Learning Portals in Denmark
Lone Krogsgaard Svarstad
University College Copenhagen
Losv@kp.dk

Abstract
The background for the study is the increasing orientation towards intercultural
competence in foreign language education taking place in Denmark and around the
world. This orientation made its mark on curriculum development in Denmark with the
2012 Teacher Education Reform and the Danish School Reform (Svarstad, 2016).
From 2016/2017 digital learning platforms were introduced in all Danish schools and
municipalities. In this process digital learning portals for all school subjects were
designed by the major Danish textbook publishing houses.
Texts and media representation in Danish ELT textbooks and digital learning
portals are mainly based on global popular culture and elements of Landeskunde
(Risager, 2018, Svarstad, 2016). Thus, I argue that a Cultural studies approach that
explores broader issues of intercultural competence and interculturality is central to the
study of cultural representation and the teaching of interculturality. Interculturality in
this study is understood as a non-essentialist supra-concept that integrates different
aspects of cultural life in society and in the world: diversity and complexity, identities
and subjectivities, the many different kinds of intercultural encounters and discourses
about all these things in everyday life, in the media, in education and in politics
(Risager & Svarstad fortcoming). This presentation sheds light on Cultural studies and
representation (Hall, Evans & Nixon 2013; Risager 2018; Svarstad 2016, 2018) in
culture themes designed for ELT digital learning portals in lower secondary school in
Denmark.
I will point at the potentials of a Cultural studies approach to interculturality in ELT
by focusing on what I believe to be three of its key concepts: intersectionality, othering
and subtextuality (Svarstad, 2016, 2018). The three concepts complement each other
and support a discursive approach to culture learning (Svarstad, 2016). I wish to
address implications for teacher education as well as the design of culture themes on
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learning portals.
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Preparing teachers for Virtual Exchange.
Developing pedagogical competences
through Co-Laboratory experience
MalgorzataKurek
Jan Dlugosz University
gkurka@gmail.com

Abstract
Over the last two decades, the implementation of class-to-class Virtual Exchange (VE)
in academic programmes (Guth, Helm & O’Dowd, 2014) has increased considerably,
creating new educational opportunities but also posing new pedagogical challenges to
the educators involved (O’Dowd, 2016). As in VE projects students from
geographically and culturally different locations collaborate online on a sequence of
tasks, VE instructors need to orchestrate a complex pedagogical context and facilitate
meaning negotiation across participants’ different cultural backgrounds and academic
cultures (Kurek, 2015). In the process they need to pay attention and respond to an
intricate interplay of pedagogical, technical, linguistic, and intercultural factors. In line
with this, attention needs to be given to training academic faculty for VE and
supporting them in designing and operating the “third space”, in which tasks and
activities can be subject to cultural interpretation (Kurek & Müller-Hartmann, 2017).
This presentation reports on the outcomes of Co-Laboratory training scheme developed
as part of the EU-funded EVOLVE project (https://evolve-erasmus.eu/). The
presentation discusses the impact of the training on participants’ pedagogical
competences and gives an insight into how it transforms educators’ professional
identities. The findings will be supported with qualitative and quantitative data.
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Translating Language and Intercultural Communication Research
into Social Action
Hans J.Ladegaard
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
hans.ladegaard@polyu.edu.hk

Abstract
Language and intercultural communication (ICC) research has relied heavily on
evidence from elite groups travelling for business, education or tourism (MacDonald &
O’Regan 2012). Their experiences have produced universalised narratives of the
increased opportunities brought about by globalisation. So far, disenfranchised groups
like unskilled migrant workers, refugees and asylum seekers, sex workers and victims
of human trafficking have not featured strongly in intercultural narratives. This paper
argues that in order to enable more inclusive thinking about intercultural
communication and globalization, and the effect it has on people’s lives, we need to
focus on the experiences of marginalised disempowered groups and let their voices be
heard (Ladegaard, 2018).
Even when ICC scholars engage with marginalised groups, they rarely attempt to
translate their research findings into social action. Notable attempts to address specific
social issues include Cameron et al. (1992), who argue that applied language research
should be done not just on participants but, more importantly, for and with them, and
Rickford’s (1999) attempts to use his research on African-American Vernacular
English to influence educational policies in the USA.
These attempts, however, are few and far between and in recent years, not many
scholars have tried to bridge the gap between research and theory development on the
one hand, and the potential for social and political action that could ensue from this
research on the other (see Phipps fc). This paper outlines what has been attempted with
two projects that focus on domestic migrant workers (DMWs) in Hong Kong: first visà-vis a theatre production, Not the Maids, focusing on the lives and experiences of
DMWs in Hong Kong, and second, in terms of influencing NGO policies and practices
about DMWs. The paper also outlines potential problems with social impact and
discusses how ICC scholars can better incorporate this dimension into their research
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Ideological Manipulation in Translation in a Chinese Context:
A Case Study of Su Manshu’s Translation of Les Misérables
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Abstract
Translation, according to André Lefevere (1992) and Jiri Levy (2000), is one important
form of rewritings and a decision process, which is not done in a vacuum, but rather
influenced by certain linguistic, ideological and poetic factors. The ideological
manipulation in translation could refer to "any interference with the text, be it cultural,
religious, political or otherwise, imposing modifications that are not textual constraints,
for the purpose of indoctrination" (Nitsa, 2000: 43).
Su Manshu (1884-1918), whose original name was Xuanying and his Buddhist name
Manshu, was born in Yokohama, Japan, of a Cantonese merchant and a Japanese
woman. At the age of six, he was sent back to Xiangshan, Guangdong Province, China,
the birthplace of his father. He was a poet, writer, painter, translator, dictionary and
Sanskrit grammar book compiler, anthologist and Buddhist monk.
In 1903 Su Manshu translated Victor Hugo's Les Misérables, a long novel consisting of
5 volumes (9 books). The translated version was presented in 14 chapters with 2 lines
of titles at the beginning of each chapter to tell readers about the main content. He
started with Book II, that is to say, omitted the entire Book, and reorganized the
original chapters according to the major plots of Book II. He also created a hero named
Ming Nande within his translation, whose heroic actions took place from the latter part
of Chapter 7 to Chapter 13.
This paper will make a detailed analysis on Su Manshu's translation of Les Misérables
from the translator's ideologies, namely Buddhism, the dominant ideology of the Qing
Dynasty, and Confucianism, aiming to provide some explanations for some of the
translational choices such as addition, deletion, creation and reshuffling in the
translated work.
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Lost in cultural translation: Applying discourse analysis
to investigate stereotyping of “Asian students” by Western educators
Sue Lubbers
Western Sydney University
slubbers@bigpond.com

Abstract
Australian universities have long touted their institutions as “internationalized”. Yet,
for just as long, students from non-Western, and in particular, those from “Asian”
language, cultural and educational backgrounds, have continued to be stereotyped by
Western educators as passive, shy, silent, not contributing to class discussion and
unable to think critically. Many international students studying in Australian
universities, in particular students from Asian backgrounds, continue to feel
marginalized, lonely and mis-understood by both Western educators and by domestic
students. While universities claim to prepare their graduates for a globalized world
through the development of “global skills”, in Australia few universities are currently
providing adequate support for educators or international and domestic students to
develop critical intercultural awareness and communicative competence, widely
regarded as essential skills for effective communication and engagement with cultural,
linguistic and educational background “others” Guilherme, 2014). This paper outlines
the author’s strategies to embed intercultural communication in a tertiary popular
culture and media program. Next, it applies discourse analysis to culturallyeducationally stereotyping statements by Western academics. It then applies positive
discourse analysis to dialogical discussion of theoretical perspectives on the complex
and contested (Gallie, 1955) concepts of culture and interculturality, of students of
divergent linguistic, cultural and educational backgrounds. Critical discourse analysis
suggests a lack of critical intercultural self and other awareness in Western educators.
Positive discourse analysis, on the other hand, uncovers the equal intelligence
(Rancière, 1991) of students from non-Western/Asian backgrounds.
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The Responsibility of Translation:
Communication, Ethics and Interculturality
Malcolm N.MacDonald
University of Warwick
m.n.macdonald@warwick.ac.uk

Abstract
This paper picks up from where I left off in IALIC 2006-2009 & 2015 (with O’Regan)
in our earlier consideration of intercultural ethics. Here, I will engage with
hermeneutics in order both to extend our previous work, and to shed light on current
notions of cultural translation and ‘interculturality’. Both Emmanuel Levinas and the
hermeneuticist, Paul Ricoeur, confront an aporia that applies to all human
communication: the chasm that opens up between speakers in the act of interlocution.
For Levinas (1969), the relationship of speaking does not reside in the consensual
regularities of language or discourse, but in the obligation of the self to respond to the
address of the other. This ‘dissymmetry’ cannot be fully resolved through language, but
gives rise to a ‘non-reciprocal’, ethical relationship of ‘responsibility’. However, the
passivity of the self in this relation is challenged by Ricoeur (1992). Since the self has
already developed a relation with itself through self-interpretation and self-narration, it
has arguably developed the capacity to respond reciprocally to the other. The counterbalance to the dissymmetry is, for both Levinas and Ricoeur, when the self makes an
offering to the other (Breitling, 2015). For Levinas (1998), this consists in the
‘opening’ extended when one shares one’s world with another person; latterly and
more radically, Ricoeur (2006) proposes that translation itself is paradigmatic of all
human communication. In their different ways, therefore, both thinkers have come to
conceive of the relation between the self and other as a form of ‘hospitality’: for
Levinas, this is an ‘unconditional’ hospitality where the other is welcomed even though
he appears as a stranger; and for Ricoeur, this is a ‘linguistic’ hospitality ‘where the
pleasure of dwelling in the other’s language is balanced by the pleasure of receiving the
foreign word at home’ (p. 10).
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Culture-Bound Terms in Translation
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Abstract
Translation of fictional narratives is among the crucial fields of intercultural
encounters, since culture and translation are inextricably interwoven. On the one hand,
translation is obviously an important part of the target culture (TC) because translated
works of fiction become its valuable elements, whereas on the other hand source
culture (SC) is of utmost importance in translation, especially when the fictional
context is the key factor for choosing the adequate translation method. The meaning of
the source text (ST) is, however, frequently burdened but also enriched by the so-called
cultural terms (i.e. culture-specific items or culture-bound words). Such words often
represent a real problem, and at times even a stumbling block to the translator,
particularly when the culture-bound term does not exist in the target language (TL) or
has a connotation which does not correspond to the one in the source language (SL). In
this paper, we propose to analyse the corpus consisting of several novels translated
either from English into Serbian or vice versa, together with their originals, within the
theoretical framework which includes seminal books by both cultural studies experts
and translation studies researchers. The purpose of our paper is to demostrate, by using
adequate examples taken from these literary works, which translation strategies should
be employed in such cases, in order to ameliorate the quality of the target text (TT), not
only regarding its linguistc and stylistic sides, but also with a view to the accepted
criterium that the translation should by all means ''reflect(s) the foreign writer’s
personality or intention or the essential meaning of the foreign text'' (Venuti, 2004, p.
1).
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Global expectations, local realities: Travellers’ views on Trip Advisor
Rosina Márquez Reiter / Raquel Hidalgo Dowling
University of Surrey / Universidad Complutense de Madrid
r.marquez-reiter@surrey.ac.uk / rhidalgo@filol.ucm.es

Abstract
In this paper we examine travellers’ reviews of Spanish hotels in major tourist
destinations in the Spanish-speaking world (the Caribbean, Mexico, and Spain) and the
hotels’ responses. Drawing on a database of 120 reviews over 12 hotels across 4 tourist
destinations, our study offers a discursive examination of how travellers and hotels
provide evidence for their claims and counter claims. The findings of the reviews,
which include both compliments and complaints and the hotel responses, show the way
the tourist’s experience is mediated by prior knowledge gathered from the hotel
website (also Thurlow & Jaworski, 2011) and previous visits to the country in question
or previous stays at the same chain of hotels in a different destination, and how this
knowledge is juxtaposed with the actual experience of the place visited. The discussion
shows, on the one hand, the global stance taken by the travellers to construct their
reviews where the creation of an ‘interculture space’ is resisted and challenged in
favour of homogeneity based on standard services across the world. The hotels’
responses, on the other hand, are constructed from a local rather than a global
perspective while clearing addressing any issues that might be seen as lowering its
standards. Overall, the analysis reveals the intercultural tension that arises when local
knowledge of the specific culture cannot be married with the expectancies of
homogeneity created by an increasingly globalized experience of tourism.
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In English, it’s better:
a corpus-based study about Italian translators’ behaviour
facing foreign words
Virginia Mattioli
Pontificia Universidad Católica de Valparaíso
virginia.mattioli@pucv.cl

Abstract
If the hegemony of English in the today society is a fact, its nature and origins are not
yet completely clear. One of the hypothesis considers translators responsible for the
increasing use of anglicisms in other languages, as they would encourage/discourage
their introduction through their translation choices (among others, Muñoz Martín &
Valdivieso Blanco, 2006). From here, the idea to compare the use of the foreign words
in two sets of Italian novels translated from different source languages (English and
Spanish) to investigate if translators’ behaviour actually changes according to the
source language. Concretely, the study intends to answer to the following research
question: do the strategies used to transpose the foreign words (maintenance,
translation, modification or omission) change according to their proceeding language
or the source language of the source text?
To reach such objective, a three-steps corpus-based methodology has been designed
and applied to two parallel corpora of translated novels (English-Italian and SpanishItalian). Once identified the foreign words of specific semantic fields through semantic
annotation (step 1), they have been search in the aligned corpora (in both directions,
from target to source and vice versa) to compare the original and the translated forms
(step 2) and, consequently, determine the transposition strategy (step 3).
The results corroborate the initial hypothesis, demonstrating that English words are
maintained more frequently than the ones in any other language (including in the
novels translated from Spanish), while the Spanish terms tend to be translated or
naturalized. Moreover, translators seem to give more prestige to the English novels
retaining a greater quantity of foreign words from such texts than from the Spanish
ones. Concluding, the obtained results offer a satisfactory answer to the initial research
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question showing that Italian translators do behave in a different way according to the
proceeding language of the foreign words and the texts source language.
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Overcoming linguacultural barriers: cross-linguistic and cross-cultural
encounters in European and American multilingual films
and their Italian dubbed version
Silvia Monti
University of Pavia
sylvimonti@gmail.com

Abstract
The increasingly pervasive multilingualism characterizing contemporary multicultural
societies proves to be an outstanding presence also in contemporary European and
American multicultural audiovisual products, whose fictional multiethnic worlds
mirror real-life multiethnic communities and capture the centrality of their multilingual
discourse practices. Indeed, in polyglot films revolving around cross-cultural
encounters, the linguistic otherness conveyed by secondary languages spoken by
(mostly) immigrant characters represents a key element and code-switching (MyersScotton 1993; Bathia & Ritchie 2014) stands out as a dynamic conversational strategy
to structure and negotiate identities/relationships as well as to (re)construct and
(re)negotiate identities/relationships within a common ground where cultural and
linguistic otherness can be embraced.
The rendering of this linguistic diversification is though seen in problematic terms
when the films are distributed in other countries, especially when cultural references to
the ‘foreign’ characters’ socio-cultural background are made through terms and
expressions that, seen from a translational perspective, belong to third languages/L3s,
i.e. languages different from both the language of the original film and the language of
the film’s dubbed version (Corrius & Zabalbeascoa 2011), posing a series of challenges
in the screen translation process.
Starting from these observations, this paper aims at looking contrastively and
diachronically at how ethnocultural specifics, mainly referred to by means of
intrasentential code-switching (Myers-Scotton 1993), have been dealt with in the
original version and in the Italian dubbed version of twenty European and American
multicultural films, released between 1997 and 2018, where intercultural relationships
are typified by the multilingual characters’ peculiar use of the language indexing their
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polyphonic, hybrid identities. We will focus, in particular, on whether L3 culturebound references (cf. Díaz Cintas, Remael 2007; Díaz Cintas 2012) are either left
unaltered or lost in the films’ Italian dubbed version, verifying whether specific
translation, or non-translation, strategies are adopted to faithfully re-create the original
films’ cross-cultural and cross-linguistic interactional dynamics or some sort of
manipulation is applied in re-narrating them for the Italian audience, thus pointing out
what can be achieved by screen translation in terms of both transcultural and
translingual transmission and mediation.
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The Context Rules the Discourse:
The Case of Feminine snd Tribal American Nursing Homes
Rosa María Pacheco Baldó
University of Alicante
rosa.pacheco@ua.es

Abstract
It is an undeniable fact that the context defines the uses of language, as, for example, in
the language used in advertising, in the discourse of web pages (Lee et al., 2007) or in
the workplace (Kooyers, 2015). The present study shows that the context also
determines the choice of the cultural values reflected in the discourse, even if this
implies a contradiction with the cultural values typically assigned to that group
(Estrada-Villalta & Terpstra-Schwab, 2014). In particular, this paper shows that the
United States, despite being a country with a masculine and individualist culture
(Hofstede, 1991; Hampden-Turner & Trompenaars, 2000; Lee et al., 2007), where
competition and the individualist struggle for independence in relation with others are
highly valued, when it comes to a context such as the web pages of nursing homes, the
discourse becomes completely feminine (Hofstede, 1991; Hampden-Turner and
Trompenaars, 2000) and tribal (Leaptrott, 1996), thus giving priority to values such as
care towards others, empathy, compassion and concern for the neighbour. The sample
used for the study was taken from American nursing homes in Sacramento. This city
could be taken as representative of the country as it has a medium-high sized
population with an average per capita income rate. Therefore, this study demonstrates
that language is not static, but it moves, conditioned by the context, and also dragging
other elements present in the communication act such as the cultural values. In a
nutshell, the context determines the choice of the cultural values preferred by the
participants, thus conditioning the discourse and language used by them.
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A comparable corpus-assisted discourse study
of the construction of British nationhood in the media
Carmen Pena Díaz / María del Mar Sánchez Ramos
Universidad de Alcalá
carmen.pena@uah.es / mar.sanchezr@uah.es

Abstract
Since the UK voted to exit the European Union, there has been great controversy from
all sides and thus many discourses from different political perspectives which, in turn,
are reflected in the media coverage. Recent research has shown that the combination of
quantitative and qualitative approaches, such as Corpus Linguistics (CL) and Critical
Discourse Analysis (CDA), can shed some light into the way language is used to pursue
some ideological tendencies (Baker 2006; Partington et al., 2013). Drawing on a what is
known as Corpus-Assisted Discourse Study (CADS) approach (Baker et al., 2008) and
based on a comparable corpus of English and Spanish newspapers articles, our work
will research the construction of a British nationhood by means of language used in the
media. The two corpora draw on different newspaper articles on Brexit from two daily
liberal, left-of-centre tendencies, the Spanish El País and the British The Guardian. Our
objective is to examine how a British nationhood identity is constructed through media
discourse in English if compared to the Spanish corpus, and to provide some insights
into how media is used to reproduce ideologies, and more specifically, to create a sense
of nationhood among the British audience. CADS will be used as the approach to
investigate the construction of British nationhood, combining quantitative corpus
techniques (i.e. statistics and descriptive analysis of lexical choices and repeated
linguistic patterns) and qualitative methods (observing and interpreting data).
Combining both quantitative and qualitative analysis will guide towards a more
generalizable discourse in order to identify ideological discourse patterns.
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The role of subtitles in mediating cultural sensitivity
in French popular comedies
Christine Penman
Edinburgh Napier University
c.penman@napier.ac.uk

Abstract
The role of foreign language films in promoting intercultural literacies in language
learning programmes has long been recognised (Pegrum 2008, Yang & Fleming 2013).
More recently, the rise of video-on-demand services such as Netflix and Amazon
Prime has had a major impact on access to and demand for foreign films and therefore
increased the level of exposure to subtitled films to a wider audience. Comedies
feature in good place in the range on offer and, in the case of French language films,
the selection for the 2019 UK Netflix catalogue includes a number of comedies which
deal with racial inequality and discrimination in France, a genre which Moine (2018)
views as walking on a tightrope with representations of otherness.
Guillot (2010) argues that, due to constraints of message reduction, subtitling has the
potential to draw attention to areas of linguistic and cultural sensitivity and in turn to
promote intercultural sensitivity. This presentation will put this argument to the test by
examining French into English subtitling from 3 French comedies in the 2019 UK
Netflix catalogue (He even has your eyes, The African doctor, The climb) and examine
the ways subtitles deal with items of cultural sensitivity, with reference to Pedersen’s
(2011) taxonomy of source and target language orientated strategies.
This will lead to an appreciation of overall cultural representations and of the way
racial tensions are mediated through comic devices in this selection of French films for
the UK audience with the aim to appraise the role played by subtitles in the deployment
of common stereotypes.
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Interlinguistic and intercultural mediation
in mental health consultations with asylum seekers
Francisco Raga Gimeno / Dora Sales Salvador / Marta Sánchez Pérez
Universitat Jaume I
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Abstract
People seeking asylum are exposed to the upheavals associated with migratory
mourning and economic, social and cultural exclusion (Achotegui, 2009), which are
further aggravated by their own and observed experiences of violence related to the
conflict and the transit journey (Evangelidou et al., 2016). These vital circumstances
also generate specific disorders, including post-traumatic stress, which can affect more
than 60% of asylum seekers (CEAR, 2018).
Interlinguistic and intercultural mediators working in psychological and psychiatric
consultations for asylum seekers are confronted with difficulties arising from different
cultural conceptions of mental health (Raga et al., 2014). This is coupled with the fact
that almost three quarters of interpreters who have worked in refuge contexts
acknowledge having suffered a strong emotional impact during interventions, known as
vicarious or secondary trauma, which negatively affects the development of their work,
and which persists over time, with serious psychosomatic consequences (Bancroft
2017: 209).
In this paper we intend to present the first results of a research project developed in this
field by the CRIT Group (Communication and Intercultural and Transcultural
Relations). The interviews and focus groups carried out between socio-health
professionals, communication professionals and the asylum seekers themselves, both in
the Mislata Refugee Reception Centre and in the Red Cross and CEAR, allow us to
establish a first diagnosis of the intercultural communication problem in this field, and
establish the basic lines of action in the field of training.
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Prejudice mediated reception of Volpone:
from the Gunpowder Plot to the Aftermath of World War II
Purificación Ribes Traver
Universitat de València
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Abstract
As Susan Bassnett claims in ‘From cultural Turn to Translational Turn: A
Transnational Journey’ (2011, 67), ‘the movement of literatures through translation
requires an awareness of changing contexts of textual production’. This idea has been
further elaborated by Doris Bachmann-Medick (2013, 191) when she specifies that
‘because there are no homogeneous spaces of reference in the global sphere, it is
essential to attend carefully to culturally specific settings, conditions, deep structures
and translational procedures’. This is precisely what we have attempted to do while
analyzing the ways Ben Jonson’s Volpone has responded to its changing contexts of
production and reception across time, space and media.
The present paper pays attention to the different ways the author and adaptors of this
satirical comedy have circumvented and/or responded to their respective political,
ideological and commercial contexts across time and space, and, more specifically, in
Jacobean England, 1926 Austria, 1940 German occupied France, 1947 Post-War
United States of America, and 1951 Great Britain. The paper focusses on the
characterization of the title role on the part of Ben Jonson, Stefan Zweig, Jules
Romains and Maurice Tourneur, and relates the character’s features to the political,
ideological and economic circumstances of the play and film’s different contexts of
production and reception. These contexts were Anti-Catholic England in the case of
Jonson’s comedy; Anti-Semitic Austria in the case of Zweig’s German theatrical
adaptation; Anti-Semitic occupied France in the case of Romains-Tourneur’s French
screen adaptation, and Post-War United States and Great Britain in the case of the
English subtitled film release at a time of ideological and commercial change in the
film industry.
Special attention has been paid to the varying degrees of tolerance on the part of the
different censoring bodies as well as to the diverse mechanisms employed by authors,
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adaptors and film distributors in order to overcome censorship. These mechanisms
have evolved through time in response to the changing ideological and economic
circumstances of the places where the theatrical or screen adaptations have been staged
or released.
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The wild side of interculturality:
an auto-ethnography of a gloves collection
Cristina Ros i Solé
Goldsmiths, University of London
Cristina.ros@gold.ac.uk

Abstract
In this paper I will be looking at the way multiple cultural identities are ordered and
disordered in Londoners’ private wardrobes. It uses a ‘new materialism’ lens (Bennett
2010, Braidotti, 2013) to read personally-curated wardrobes as a subversive and
creative site for meaning-making practice. In such a material framing of the
intercultural, linguistic and cultural belongings are looked at from a grounded and posthuman perspective (Pennycook, 2018) where the building of multicultural agencies
radically breaks with old binaries of self/other and post-modern transcendental versions
of the self. Instead, it focuses on the vitality of personal assemblages and the
unpredictability of meaning in our most ordinary personal collections. It presents the
act of dressing up and collecting clothes as an exercise in re-defining the boundaries of
the self (Miller & Woodward, 2012) in a series of creative and reversible re-enactments
of embodied wardrobe-practices: the selection of an outfit, the packing of a bag for
going on holiday, or the act of tidying-up one’s wardrobe. Through the analysis of the
narratives and multimodal accounts of four multilingual speakers’ wardrobes, I
construct a nuanced picture of the multiple and ‘mangled’ relationships between human
and non-human agencies. Following a post-qualitative approach to data (MacLure,
2013) that avoids categorising and ‘representing’ data, I focus on the evanescence of
data itself in order to argue for a more grounded, creative and vibrant way of
researching todays’ cosmopolitan and multilingual becomings.
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Translating motion events.
A contrastive analysis of Romanian and Spanish
Andreea Rosca
Universitat de València
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Abstract
This study sets out to examine and compare the strategies used for translating motion
events in two Romance languages, namely Romanian and Spanish. For such purposes,
we decided to use Suzanne Collins’ (2008) bestseller The Hunger Games as our source
text as it was widely translated and it contains many vivid motion events. Talmy’s
(1991, 2000) groups world’s languages into two main typological categories, i.e. verbframed and satellite-framed, according to how they structure event components of a
universal cognitive domain like motion. Thus, those languages that prefer to express
the Path in the verb are labelled verb-framed languages (e.g. Spanish) whereas satelliteframed languages render the Path out of the verb via satellites (e.g. English). The first
study that applied Talmy’s lexicalization patterns to translation was Slobin’s (1996)
work which compared Spanish and English. Although the lexicalization patterns for
motion events have already been researched in Spanish, the Romanian language has
received very little attention (cf. Bodean-Vozian and Cincilei, 2015). In our corpus of
analysis, we have encountered 10 different strategies for Spanish. Some of the most
frequent ones are: (1) verb of inherent directionality and no manner of motion
information (They sweep me into the dining room vs. Me llevan al comedor), (2) verb
of inherent directionality and manner of motion expressed in a gerund ([…] a fig e
darts o t of the Co n opia […] vs. […] na fig a sale corriendo de la Cornucopia
[…]), (3) same or similar manner of motion verb ([…] the m tt has beg n to slide
ba kwa

[…] vs. […] el pe o ha empeza o a resbalarse ha ia at ás […]), and (4)

verb of directionality and an Adverb Phrase expressing manner of motion (I recognize
Foxfa e […] creeping out onto the plain vs. […] e onoz o a la hi a on a a e
oma eja […]

e se acerca a rastras al alijo).
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Translating Cultures, Adapting Lives:
Cultural Interpretation as an Inevitable Element of Acculturation
Renata Seredyńska-Aboueid
University of Nottingham
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Abstract
Translation, translanguaging and transculturation are prominent features of multiethnic and multilingual communities, especially in the context of borderless structures
of the European Union (EU) and free movement of individuals. When Poland joined
the EU in 2004, unprecedented numbers Polish migrants reached the United Kingdom
(UK), where the labour market became fully accessible for new member states (A8
countries). 15 years later, there is an abundance of research on Polish migrant
communities, with only some studies focusing on the cultural and linguistic aspects of
in the UK.
This presentation/paper focuses on the matter of cultural interpretation as an inevitable
element of the process of acculturation, as explored conceptually by Berry (2005) and
Berry et al. (2007), that migrant communities face. Although awareness of the host
culture certainly aids adaptational processes in the destination community, various
levels of transference of specific behavioural and mental patterns, particularly in the
early stages of adaptational efforts, can occur and thus affect individuals’ successful
navigation within the destination culture. Nonetheless, while initial hurdles can be
frustrating, in the long run, cultural negotiation imposed by the migration context can
be enriching for the individuals as it does broaden their cultural and linguistic
repertoire.
The examples provided in this presentation/paper originate from the doctoral project
Translating Cultures, Adapting Lives, conducted among Polish post-2004 firstgeneration migrants in the East Midlands, UK. The study was oriented at exploring
cultural interpretation and adaptation of Polish migrants in the Eastern part of the
Midlands. Although the two languages, English and Polish, gained prominence in the
data collected, issues of identities, cultural roots, linguistic (mis)translation and cultural
and conceptual (mis)interpretation were also observed. Therefore, a brief discussion of
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the significance, possible reasons and consequences of cultural translation
complements the analysis of the examples gathered in the Polish community in the UK.
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Culture Representation: Video Games as a Secret Influencer
Elena Shliakhovchuk
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Abstract
A great deal of video games available on the market contains racially stereotypical
material, with minority characters being under-represented and built around either
negative or cultural stereotypes (Burgess, Dill, Stermer, Burgess, & Brown, 2011; Dill,
Gentile, Richter, & Dill, 2005; Glaubke, C. R., Miller, P., Parker, M. A., Espejo, 2001).
Equally important, the investigations revealed minority groups in games have a certain
set role within a game (Dickerman, Christensen, & Kerl-McClain, 2008), are included
in these games just for the sake of a pure visual variety (Burgess et al., 2011; Adams,
2003) and function primarily as objects of oppression, derision, or as narrative obstacles
to be overcome or mastered (Everett, 2005).
After examining 70 console games, Latino characters were only present in sports
games; Asian characters only accounted for wrestling and fighting roles; the black and
Latino male characters tend to be competitors within sports games (Glaubke, Miller,
Parker, Espejo, 2001). Blacks make up a disproportionate number of athletes in sports
games like NBA Street, NFL Street, Madden 2003. The study of 149 games, found that
100% of black males were portrayed as either athletic, violent, or both (Leonard, 2003)
while Asian characters practice martial arts, give each other threats, and do not save
anyone (Burgess et al., 2011). In the games Kung Fu, Warcraft 3, Shadow Warrior, and
Grand Theft Auto 3 Asian characters wear fabulous Asian costumes, possess martial arts
skills, and promote a shifty-eyed, angry eye-browed look (Gillentine, 2007). Some
vivid examples showing the stereotypes for black characters are the opening scene of
Lee Everett from The Walking Dead with a handcuffed Everett sitting in the back of a
police car. One more, in fighter games like GTA: San Andreas, Def Jam Vendetta and
Saints’ Row Black Latinas women are portrayed as sexually available bystanders or as
street walking-walking prostitutes marginalising women by race and ethnicity (Everett
& Watkins, 2008). In Ethnic Cleansing, the player kills Blacks and Hispanics before
entering a subway.
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Racially typecast characters and stereotypical narratives in video games encourage
“othering” the opponent, treating him as “not like us” (Koster, 2013) making “You”
versus “Them” conflict structure a standard and understood functional motif (Everett,
2005). The other-as-enemy is overwhelmingly a male, with darker skin and foreignsounding name, speaking in heavily accented English or unrecognisable languages. The
hero's life is valuable, limited in number, and monitored by flashing warning signals.
The life of the “other” seem to be less important and is vanished off the screen as soon
as the character is killed (Gottschalk, 1995). The games like Soldier of Fortune,
Rainbow Six, Counterstrike, Delta Force Land Warrior, Medal of Honor teach players
that it is fine to send covert operatives to foreign culture to kill other cultures
representative, moreover, they get the point and rewards for doing this (Everett, 2005)
helping to convert impressionable teenagers to a racist agenda (Egenfeldt-Nielsen,
Smith, Tosca, & Egenfeldt-Nielsen, 2015). Moreover, both male and female, having
been exposed to this content, often show signs that their belief system is incorporating
these beliefs (Dickerman et al., 2008).
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Abstract
Nowadays, the connotation of the “cultural identity” term in the humanities sphere
takes on new characteristics. The topic of identification and identity are of great
importance and also are included in the modern scientific discourse. This article is
devoted to the study of the phenomenon of cultural identity, its demonstration in
Russian and Spanish culture. The practical part of the work is based on comparing the
features of the cultural identity of the Russians and the Spanish using the example of
two documentaries about football: “To be in the game” (Russia) and “España, El alma
de la Roja” (Spain). The choice of topics is due to the supposed close connection of
both cultures with this sport.
The study is based on the main theories of cross-cultural communication suggested by
the father founders of the cross-cultural communication proper. In this study we made
an attempt to figure out whether the characteristics of Russians and Spaniards are still
the same as they are described in the theories of E. Hall, G. Hofstede, F. Trompenaars
and R. D. Lewis. We analyzed the verbal and non-verbal signs expressed by the
characters of the two documentaries, and compared them in accordance with the
criteria proposed by the mentioned scientists. In the empirical part of the work, we use
the concept of screen codes formulated by J. Fiske, which defines the features of
cultural identity of the Russians and the Spanish constructed in documentaries,
including the features that are related to football. The choice of films is not accidental,
although they were made in different years (Russian one in 2018, Spanish one in 2010),
they are both related to the fact that they were created to promote the national team for
the World Cup.
The results of the study show that the features of the cultural identity of the Russians
and the Spanish are sufficiently similar, but there is a difference in their representation.
Thus, in the Russian documentary, the frames of victories of the national team often are
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mixed with the ones of a conveyer with coal, metal production and other types of
industrial production - the image of pride of the country is broadcasted, while in the
documentary about Spanish football players all the attention is brought to the history of
football and the people who worked on it.
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Abstract
Intercultural Communicative Competence (ICC) is the ability to relate effectively with
culturally different people (Chen & Starosta, 2000). Research in the educational field
focuses on two aspects: the cognitive, affective and behavioral abilities evaluation
(Anderson et al., 2006; Heyward, 2002; Kayes et al., 2005) and the educational
programs evaluation (Vilá, 2008; Sanhueza et al., 2012; Sumonte et al., 2018; Morales
et al., 2018). All of them have demonstrated ICC could be trained through specific
programs. The objective of this proposal is to analyze the interactive groups as a
strategy to shape Intercultural Communication Competences (ICC) on teaching and
learning second language contexts. Interactive groups could be understood as a socioeducational action where dialogic interactions between participants are essential to the
learning and teaching process (Fernández, 2015). These groups are heterogeneous
considering some variables like learning abilities, gender, culture, among others. In each
group, different activities were developed for the same content guided by a linguistic
mediator (LM) who moved from group to group to allow learners to experience diverse
strategies and teaching models. We designed and validated a program directed to
Chilean public professionals who worked directly with the Haitian migrant population
(N = 29), adopting a qualitative evaluative approach (Escudero, 2016), using
ethnographic techniques as the interview and the observation. In addition, a pre and
posttest was implemented to stablish significant statistical differences related to the
methodology. The results show the predominance of the affective abilities, specially,
empathy, confidence and recognition related to cultural differences, as well as, of the
behavioral dimension where the development of non-verbal communicative abilities and
the use of technological resources stand out for the intercultural communication. The
2
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interactive groups have demonstrated to be a way of inclusive grouping, where the
participation and heterogeneity of the participants significantly favor the learning
(Sumonte et al., 2018).
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Abstract
The “Russian threat”, popularized by international media, has actualized the request for
further research in the field of intercultural communication, identification of relevant
differences in communication messages broadcasted by representatives of different
cultures.
The work is devoted to identifying the repertoire of identifications, building discursive
identity of Russians by the senders of messages in the English-language media space.
Communicators in this study are representatives of the institutional environment 
official media journalists, media educators and non-institutional environments 
bloggers and writers.
Based on the analysis of 22 journalistic stories, we came to conclusion that Russian and
international communicators use similar facts when narrating about Russians, however,
the estimating positions are almost opposite. In the discourse of domestic journalists,
one can clearly see a characteristic feature of Russians, which probably does not fit into
the framework of thought of the rest of communicators - a manifestation of the Russian
duality "in almost all aspects of behavior." This once again proves that the Russian
culture belongs to the high-context ones (according to Hall), while the authors of
international narrations represent the opposite cultural tradition. This presumably
explains the perception of the identity of Russians, manifested in the discourse, “as
derogation from the generally accepted norms of behavior,” and positions on much
identification are read as “insane”.
Probably, this dissimilarity in understanding of the identity is a reflection of the
previously formed cultural-historical memory, and is explained by an attempt to apply
their experience of cultural memory, their “recreated past” to the interpretation of the
“other”. Apparently, these differences are now being used by political actors to support
specially organized “informational confrontations” and popularize “threats”.
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The result is read in the texts of non-Russian communicants: there is no possibility to
anticipate the behavioral characteristics of Russians, except for the main ones openness, hospitality and “defensive life position”.
However, there is a similarity in the cultures of Russian and non-Russian storytellers –
it belongs to “hot” societies (according to Assman), in which the need for change is
based on history as the driving force of development. Apparently, this is precisely what
calls for constantly seeking for dialogue, striving for constructive communication and
overcoming cultural clashes with studying, understanding and providing “Cultures in
Translation”.
The study was carried out at the expense of the grant of the Russian Science
Foundation (project No. 19-18-00264).
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Abstract
Technological innovations in the modern media industry have led to the emergence of
the risk of insufficiently effective communication between “the analogue” and “the
digital” generations of the Russians. In fact, this is the interaction of various generation
cultural traditions, so the problem has moved into the field of intercultural
communication.It is obvious that different generations have different values, and it is
normal. However, there is something binding transmitted on the basis of cultural
memory from generation to generation. Russian President Vladimir Putin calls this
phenomenon “spiritual ties.”
According to N.S. Mastikova, the value system of the Russians is “more conservative,
traditional, focused on order, and not on the rights and freedom of an individual. 77% of
the population share everyday humanism; therefore, it serves as an integrating core of
Russia's value space”.
The sense of life goals of young Russians are formed on the basis of the “passionary”
type of world view. It is precisely “passionaries”, according to N. N. Sedova, “who are
nowadays becoming the social group that can maintain social moods of social optimism
and the mindset towards development”. At the same time, it should be noted that this
generation of “passionaries” opposes the generation of “analogue” generation.
Storytelling as a genre of narrative journalism has the potential of involvement. The
organization of multimedia narratives is considered as the basis for possibly effective
intergenerational communication and the forming of “spiritual ties”. The work reveals
the values and constructive meaning in

telling stories like “1917. Free

history”and“1968. Digital”, as well as differences in their perception of “analogue” and
“digital” generations based on the work of focus groups with the “digital ”generation
and interviewing representatives of the“analogue”generation.
The values broadcasted in the first project correspond to the values of the “analogue”
generation of Russians (X), are in demand by generation Y and are an order of the state,
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but the young people are left indifferent by the project, since it deals with distant events.
The values transmitted in the second project are only partially claimed by the young
generation.But in general, the transmitted values are not acceptable by the “analogue”
generation of Russians, contradict the state's order and from these positions their use for
the specially organized formation of “spiritual ties” is doubtful. However, the use of the
storytelling genre to organize such interaction in all cases has proved its effectiveness.
The study was carried out at the expense of the grant of the Russian Science Foundation
(project No. 19-18-00264).
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Abstract
Bilingualism and multilingualism are complex phenomena that can be perplexing
experiences in the area of human services (i.e., counseling, psychology, social work, and
somewhat connected to teaching). Bilingual individuals continuously cross over
linguistic and cultural boundaries creating cross culturally informed realities that can be
puzzling to monolingual human service providers. The translation to a second or third
language of a personal, emotional, or traumatic event that occurred in the context of a
primary language typically results in a shortage of details, intensity, vibrancy,
enthusiasm, and power. The inability of human service providers to communicate in the
dominant language of minority clients constitutes a barrier that can provoke a myriad of
problems ranging from a lack of depth in communication to ethical issues pertaining to
proper assistance. In the United States and Europe, minority clients have been
underserved by medical, health, educational and mental health institutions. Additionally,
there is a significant shortage of properly trained human service professionals in nonnative languages. In spite of the fact that there are human service providers categorized
as heritage language learners (those who learned the language of their culture of origin in
a country with a different dominant language), and others who learned a second language
professionally, limited research has been conducted about how these services impact
minority clients. This study focuses on in-depth interviews framed in the qualitative
experience of 6 different human service providers in the United States of America
catalogued as native speakers, heritage learners, and professionally trained Spanish
speakers. Differences of their perceptions about efficacy, quality of services, ethical
dilemmas, and professional niches are analyzed. Implications about academic training in
institutions of higher education and the cross-over of academic silos with the potential of
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inter institutional and transnational collaboration within the European Union and the
United States are explored.
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Abstract
A domain where we have seen a dramatic growth in everyday intercultural interaction
and cultural translation is higher education. As a result of institutional
internationalisation processes, academic staff have developed new pedagogic practices,
accommodating a diverse student cohort by attending to language usage, curricular
contexts, class activities and socialisation needs (cf. Tange, forthcoming). Building on
policy literature, Killick (2017, 26) visualises this development as a continuum where
universities are moving from the position of a regional or national institution to that of
a global university. Killick describes this as an inevitable, one-directional movement,
but this is challenged by recent events in Holland, Hungary and Denmark. This causes
the present author to ask if the next stage in university development could be a return to
the national university?
The paper presents the case of international higher education in Denmark, as this has
developed since the signing of the Bologna Treaty, 1999. From the start, Danish
universities were actively involved in the Europeanisation of higher education, aligning
programmes, grading, entrance requirements and teaching language with standards
recognised internationally (de Wit 2000, Wilken & Tange, 2014). As a result, Denmark
became a popular destination country for international students (Wilken & Dahlberg,
2017). However, since 2016 right-wing politicians have expressed concerns over rising
numbers of European Union citizens claiming free education and student grants in
Denmark. In August 2018, the government intervened, demanding that the number of
international students be cut, which resulted in the closure of several programmes and
‘re-nationalisation’/Danish-isation of others (Bothwell, 2018). With an election coming
up, academic staff and students are presently engaged in a debate over the future of
international education, highlighting to Danish politicians and voters how Englishmedium courses add value as a site for linguistic and intercultural learning.
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Abstract
Ever since the early work on gatekeeping a few decades ago (Erickson & Shultz,
1982), there has been a growing interest in job interviews. In particular, these interview
selection processes can pose a particular challenge for candidates with a migration
background (see e.g. Gumperz, 1992). More specifically, this is because job interviews
are “shot through with subjectivities” which are rationalized and hidden while “the
‘quiet sorting’ process is carried out” (Roberts, 2011, p. 412). Up till now, various
studies have uncovered the way in which candidates with a migration background
produce talk that does not meet the hegemonic requirements of what is considered
relevant in job interviews (e.g. Campbell & Roberts, 2007). This can largely be related
to the fact that these candidates from ethnic minority groups have not been socialized
into the highly implicit ‘western ways’ of playing the interview game (Roberts 2011).
Yet, in this presentation, I will focus on a more explicit element of these job interviews.
In order to do this, I draw on a corpus of seven authentic job interviews that were
recorded in Belgium in the last five years and in which all the candidates are 1st
generation migrants. From this corpus, I select a number of fragments in which the
candidates’ ethnic or national background is explicitly made relevant by one of the
interview participants. I will then tease out when and why recruiters and candidates
draw on these – respectively other- or self- – categorizations by using a discourse
analytical approach inspired by Membership Categorization Analysis (see e.g. Hester
& Eglin, 1997). The results demonstrate that recruiters’ projection of ethnic othercategorizations is mostly oriented to information retrieval, while the candidates’ ethnic
self-categorizations are often rallied as a way to account for certain decisions they
made in their (professional) life.
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Though national identity is usually viewed in terms of awareness of difference or
juxtaposition of “we” versus “they”, many aspects of national identities have arisen and
developed in contact with other languages and cultures. National culture is represented
by distinctive traditions, memories, writings, language and other elements. These arise
and are constructed in complex ways and normally include elements of contiguous
national identities. There are complex cultural and linguistic transfer activities that
helped shaping international and national cultures in Europe.
The Latvian literary polysystem, the written language and many aspects of identity
may be viewed as the result of translation. The first centuries of written Latvian are
dominated by German as a source language, then came a period of Russian hegemony.
The power agents inevitably affected agents of translation. Since the end of the 20th
century English is the supreme donor.
As the Latvian nation emerged late in the 19th century, the aim of national liberation
was to develop its language and culture, accordingly elements necessary for nationhood
had to be imported, adapted and absorbed (e.g. song festivals from Germans). This was
mostly done through the translation and dissemination of borrowed ideas. Translations
and translators played an exceptionally important role in constructing Latvian cultural
and linguistic identity. Translations have most often constituted majority of texts
produced and available in Latvian. Translations have been deliberately used to enhance
and spread the language. The initial building blocks of forming national identity were
translations: the Bible translation (1685-89) formed written Latvian, the First
Awakening of Latvian national consciousness dates from a collection of quality poetry
translations (1856), Modern Latvian is dated from the translation of Goethe’s Faust
(1897). Thus, translations have, paradoxically, been at the core of Latvian identity. The
few outstanding translators and their works are landmarks of Latvian identity and their
translations are still viewed as canonical though the originals have been retranslated
several times.
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Abstract
The paper seeks to elucidate to what extent Spanish-English translation may heighten
the racist potential of a text whereas the inverse operation tends to create the opposite
effect. This analysis will be based on examples of the use of the ‘n words’ from the
numerous translations of two canonical works: And Then There Were None by Agatha
Christie and Poeta en Nueva York by Federico García Lorca. The former has
traditionally been rendered in Spanish as Diez Negritos, a comparatively mild
equivalence compared to the original English title of Ten Little Niggers, the now utterly
offensive title with which the work was published in the UK in 1939. The only attempt
so far to render the title in Spanish as Y no quedó ninguno (in 2004) significantly felt
compelled to leave the much better known Diez Negritos in brackets, and the most
recent Spanish editions have opted to maintain this established and now canonical title.
Lorca’s seminal volume of poetry has recently caused growing disquiet in translation in
terms of its references to the ‘negros’ of New York, English translations of which have
undergone major changes since the first version in 1940 to the latest in 2013. Indeed,
the most recent English translators of Lorca’s work have noticeably tended to eschew
these texts and thus avoid their often troubling resonances in translation. A
comparative and contrastive analysis of the numerous versions of these two texts,
which were published in practically the same year and translated almost immediately
afterwards, will seek to reveal how translation might distort this issue. The paper will
also discuss how the vastly differing racial sensitivities of both cultures has led to a
lexical imbalance between Spanish and English which poses significant problems for
translators searching for a dynamic equivalence for deeply loaded racial terms.
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Abstract
The last decade has witnessed a proliferation of German-language plays engaging with
stories of migration. After a relatively slow ‘trickle’ of plays narrating the experiences
of Turkish ‘guest workers’ throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the opening of the
‘Ballhaus Naunynstraße’, a self-proclaimed ‘postmigrant theatre’, in Berlin in 2008
marked a significant turning point with a new generation of playwrights, directors and
actors working to bring stories of migration, settlement and intercultural encounter to
audiences in Germany. Several years later the rising number of refugees arriving from
parts of Africa and the Middle East inspired theatremakers not only to tell these new
stories of migration, but also to take issue with the responses of European governments
to the so-called ‘crisis’ and to offer alternative, more hospitable responses. In all their
rich variety of stories, forms and participants, these theatre texts and projects are
examples of ‘cultural narratives and texts’, often combining the ‘fictional and nonfictional, poetic and prosaic, imaginary and autobiographical’, ‘through which
(inter)cultural encounters can be critically engaged with, reflected on and interpreted’.
In this paper, I am interested in the creative forms that these narratives of ‘intercultural
encounters’ take and specifically in the ways in which their authors rewrite existing
texts. These ‘rewritings’ are both what Gérard Genette (1997) would term ‘allographic’
– e.g. the reworking of well-known theatre classics and rewritings of documentary
materials such as interview transcripts – and ‘autographic’ – adaptations or rewritings
of an author’s own works. They often involve multiple ‘translations’ – between
languages and language forms, between different geographical, political and cultural
contexts, between cultural forms and media, and across time. Of course, one might
argue that all theatre is based on rewriting – is not every stage production a ‘rewriting’
or at least an ‘adaptation’ of an existing text? This may well be the case, but I would
argue that the rewritings we find in so-called ‘postmigrant’ theatre in Germany go
beyond the ‘normal’ adaptation or ‘translation’ of a play text for a stage production.
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These plays are not only ‘rewritten’ as part of the production process, but the rewritten
play texts are published with established publishing houses and therefore exist as
rewritings in their own right before they reach the production stage.
In this paper, I therefore explore further the specific relationship between rewriting and
the ‘postmigrant’ by focussing on published texts based on rewriting. I do this by
examining two forms of rewriting and two examples: the ‘allographic’ rewriting of
canonical texts based on the example of Nuran David Calis’ reworking of
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet (Romeo und Julia – Death is Sure life is not) and selfrewriting based on the work of Emine Sevgi Özdamar, with specific focus on Pe ikızı,
a dramatic rewriting of her semi-autobiographical ‘migration’ novel, Die Brücke vom
Goldenen Horn (The Bridge of the Golden Horn). In discussing these texts, I reflect on
the ways in which postmigrant rewritings for the theatre might be considered a form of
‘writing back’ to a cultural ‘centre’ (cf. Ashroft et al. 2002) as well as a creative space
for the exploration and articulation of so-called ‘new German’ identities (cf. Mandel,
2008; Sharifi, 2011).
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‘Forget about returning to our roots; we are global citizens’:
Chinese immigrants’ re-construction of culture
and identity in Australia
Jianwei Xu / Hui Huang / Candy Wang
Vrije Universiteit Brussel / Monash University / Monash University
Jianwei.Xu@vub.be / Hui.Huang@monash.edu / Candy.Wang@monash.edu

Abstract
The impact of migration across national borders on migrants’ cultural identity, whether
the movement is voluntary or involuntary, has long been studied in various fields that
take an interest in human development, intercultural relations and intercultural
communication. Literature has shown that in terms of the acculturation process,
migrants’ exposure to bi- or multicultural environments may lead to a sense of cultural
homelessness when individuals perceive or are subject to conflicting cultural
frameworks (Vivero & Jenkins, 1999), or it can bring about a bicultural identity
conducive to adaptation success (Berry, 2005). The latter outcome is further expanded
on in various forms through some sub-concepts including blended identity, hybrid
identity, shifted identity and intercultural identity.
However, researchers who depart from the premise of culture as a social and political
construction continue to highlight the complexity of cultural identity when culture is
seen as a result of co-construction, negotiation, constant interplay and exchange
(among others, Dervin & Marchart, 2015; Holliday, 2010; 2015; Zhu, 2015). Along
this line, the development of migrants’ identity is inevitably intertwined with the
particular contexts in which individuals make choices and experience changes in
developing and occupying a multitude of subject position and forms of belonging
(Phinney, 2000; BAAL-IC-SIG, 2019). This paper examines the process through which
eight first-generation Chinese immigrants in Australia negotiate their experiences and
the changes in creating a range of cultural realities within the given contexts of
memorable events. Basing on the data collected with in-depth interviews, we seek to
interpret what and how aspects of Chinese and Australian cultures are enacted,
accepted, or combined to harbour the cultural realities constructed through individual
experiences and attempts. This study will contribute to the discussion of migrants’
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cultural identity particularly in line with the understanding of cultural identity being
complex, unfixed and expansive beyond national borders and predetermined
categorization.
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Intensified foreign otherness in translated literary Chinese names
Minhui Xu
University of Macau
minhuixu@um.edu.mo

Abstract
Translation of literary names is related to the “complexity of translating cultural
patterns” (Tymoczko, 1999: 224). For one thing, names and naming are culturally
determined. For another, the whole repertoire of names existing in different cultures is
different. Tymoczko suggests two polarities of translating names when discussing Irish
names translated into English: “retaining the name as a foreign phonological sequence
with perhaps a foreign orthographic representation or a guide to the foreign
pronunciation; or adapting the name […] to accommodate to the phonological,
orthographic, and sociolinguistic context of the audience” (1999: 224-225). The present
study explores the cultural issues embodied in the translation of literary Chinese names
into English, taking (re)translations of characters’ names in Shen Congwen’s (19021988) stories as examples. It finds out that the translation strategies fall into two main
categories which resemble what Tymoczko has mentioned: transliteration (transcription
of the sound of a name) and interpretation (interpreting the semantic meaning of a
name), each divided into two subcategories. The first includes 1) transliteration and 2)
transliteration plus notes, a re-presentation of the sound and an attempt to retain the
original name; the second includes 1) direct translation and 2) an interpreted name, a
way to explain the cultural connotations embedded in the name and to adapt to cater to
target readership. By comparing and analyzing the naming mechanisms and the cultural
connotations in both the source and the target texts, this study argues that whichever
strategy the translator employs to translate the literary Chinese names, an intensified
foreign effect, or a cultural Otherness, is often created in the English versions, and an
alien name is frequently presented. The different (re)translations form a cluster of
resemblances which exist as cultural fact in the receiving culture. They (re)construct
images strengthening a cultural foreign otherness in the target system.
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Intercultural Communicative Competence
and the Refugee Crisis in Europe
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Abstract
In the European Union (EU) there are currently well over a million refugees and
asylum seekers (IOM, 2015). A small but significant sub-group of these people are
highly qualified professionals who, having been displaced, often find themselves in
low-skilled jobs for which they are over-qualified. Our paper reports on a response: the
“Critical Skills for Life and Work” Erasmus+ Project (2017-2019).3 This project aims
to enhance the social and professional integration of highly-skilled refugees– people
with qualifications as professionals– in Europe (UNESCO, 2016), through the
development of language and intercultural skills among these people, and among the
language teachers who work with them.
The paper focuses on the experiences of three groups of highly-skilled refugees and
their language teachers across three countries (UK, Austria, and the Netherlands). As
part of the wider project we analysed multilingual narrative data (semi-structured
interviews and focus groups) from a study undertaken across the project locations.
Findings emphasised the importance of psychological resilience and a sense of self;
intrinsic motivation; and of building and maintaining social networks in professional
reintegration. Relatedly, our paper also examines how the concept of ‘intercultural
communicative competence’ (ICC, Barrett et al., 2013; Byram, 1997; Spitzberg &
Changnon, 2009) might guide responses to the experiences and needs of these groups.
This paper will offer an exploration of ‘the intercultural’ and its construction in relation
to the experience of displacement and attempted professional reintegration, and it will
pose a series of questions for further dialogue in relation to ethical, intercultural co3

Critical Skills for Life and Work: Developing the Professional Intercultural Communicative
Competence of Highly-Skilled Refugees. Project Reference number: 2017-1-UK01-KA204-03666.
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production and to the framing of ICC. Our paper therefore has implications for
intercultural researchers and for language educators and policy makers responding to
involuntary displacement.
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How Chinese teachers translate their understanding of (Chinese)
culture teaching into practical teaching in Confucius institutes
in the United Kingdom: An interpretive study
Yiyi Cao
Durham University
yiyi.cao@durham.ac.uk

Abstract
This study adopts an interpretive approach to investigate Chinese teachers’
perspectives on Chinese culture and culture teaching in Confucius Institutes (CI); it
explores their reflections and re-constructions of these understandings through their
first-year intercultural teaching experience in the United Kingdom. This study is
important because the role of the CI Chinese teachers has become more complex due to
the dynamic and constant reforms in the language educational environment in China.
The teachers are not only linguistic knowledge providers but also Chinese culture
translators and intercultural educators. How these novice Chinese teachers deal with
their new roles and new situations to translate their “authentic Chinese culture” to
foreign language learners, is not yet well investigated.
This study employs qualitative methods to collect 12 novice teachers’ perspectives
through interviews in different phases (pre-departure and during teaching abroad) to
explore what and how Chinese culture is delivered in the CI curriculum in the UK.
Drawing on social constructionism (Berger & Luckmann, 1967) and Holliday’s (2016)
“grammar of culture” theory, this study will answer the following questions: (1) How
are CI teachers prepared to teach culture before leaving China? (2) How do they
understand Chinese culture teaching at that time? (3) How do they translate this
understanding into practical teaching in CIs in the UK? (4) How does their teaching
abroad experience influence their initial understanding?
Preliminary analysis leads to three key conclusions: the pre-departure training
programme struggles to fulfill the practical requirements of the novice teachers, but
that leads to a more open attitude of the teachers. Furthermore the CI teachers’
statements show several disagreements on key issues of Chinese culture teaching (e.g.
high culture, communicative culture, intercultural competence), as well as shifts in the
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teachers’ understanding resulting from their practical teaching in the UK, their teaching
circumstances and reconsideration of their role.
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A Transnational Problem.
Spanish Film Translations of Early Hollywood Talkies:
The War of the Accents
José Fernando Carrero Martín
Universitat de València
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Abstract
In the early days of cinema, silent films were universally understood among all
communities and easy to export for global audiences. Not only that, as a result of
World War I – which largely destroyed the film industry in Europe – and the lack of
other potential rivals, Hollywood had become the dominant force in the film industry
on a worldwide scale. The arrival of sound films, however, raised a language barrier
which threatened both the United States’ cultural influence and economic position in
the international film industry. The rise of nationalism, together with the development
of film industries in other countries and the recovery of major European powers,
boosted film production all across the globe, with audiences eager to experience films
in which actors spoke their language and which reflected their culture. Thus,
Hollywood began to search strategies in order to overcome this language and cultural
barrier in order to connect once again with worldwide audiences.
In this presentation, we seek to shed light into Hollywood’s strategies to overcome this
new cultural and linguistic barrier, with all the different measures the US’ film industry
took in order to maintain both its economic and cultural hegemony on a world-wide
scale by continuing to connect with audiences culturally and eliminating local
competitors.
Furthermore, the presentation will offer a more insightful look into how the arrival of
Talkies created a cultural clash not only between Hollywood and the Spanish-speaking
market but also among Spanish speaking communities themselves on a cultural,
linguistic, political and even educational level. This made it very difficult for
Hollywood to face the Spanish-speaking market as a whole. Thus, different approaches
to solve the problem were taken, including filming multiple language versions, hiring
film directors from Spanish-speaking countries, using different translation techniques
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(dubbing, subtitling, supertitling…), and even creating an artificial variety of Spanish
to reduce both cultural and linguistic problems.
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The Impact of Translation on Language Change
in the Field of Migration
Edward Clay
University of Birmingham
exc806@student.bham.ac.uk

Abstract
The topic of migration has long been central to our political and social discourse, and
so it is essential to understand the factors which shape the language we use to describe
it. Previous research has shown that translation can play a role in propagating language
change (Malamatidou, 2016; McLaughlin 2013; House, 2011), and this research
project constitutes the first in-depth examination of translation-induced language
change in the field of migration. This study uses large-scale diachronic corpora of
English, French and Italian texts to examine possible lexical, syntactic and semantic
changes in this field over time. It involves an analysis of legal texts produced by the
EU institutions – an excellent example of translation in a multilingual environment –
combined with an examination of monolingual corpora of newspaper articles on the
same topic in these three languages. A collection of qualitative and quantitative data
can be used to gain a clearer understanding of linguistic changes and provide an insight
on whether changes in a specific genre or area of language can impact on others.
Migration movements can evidently have significant impacts on host societies, but this
research project aims to take a broader perspective by examining how the language
used in different linguistic cultures to discuss migration is shaped as a result of contact.
In doing so, it adopts a multidisciplinary approach encompassing translation studies,
linguistics, corpus-research methods and law.
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Teenagers who travel: a cultural research on the differences
between Italian male and female teenagers in relation to
exchange programs, and their link to women’s condition in Italy
Runa Falzolgher
Universitat de València
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Abstract
According to a 2018 study sponsored by AFS (American Field Service) Intercultura,
one of the biggest ONLUS organizations promoting cultural exchanges in more than 50
countries, Italian girls largely tend to apply for exchange programs abroad more than
boys (62% vs 38%). According to the same study, Italian girls are also more prone to
feel afraid of the future than boys, which enhances their tendency to live for the present
moment and take the chance to travel when they have the opportunity; they also feel
more curious towards travel and exploration, and less comfortable at home, among
other factors. This research, based on the data provided by AFS and on a solid
framework of both gender studies and intercultural communication, aims at finding,
through a survey that will be carried out in six Italian high schools (two for each zone –
south, center, and north), possible hypotheses that may explain the cultural reasons
behind this phenomenon. The survey will focus on both cultural aspects and genderrelated perceptions of Italian teenagers, using part of the 2012 version of the World
Values Survey (http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org), the Value Survey Module
developed by G. Hofstede (https://geerthofstede.com/research-and-vsm/vsm-2013/),
and the Ambivalent Sexism Inventory (Glick & Fisk, 1995), simplified and adapted to
a teenage population. Some questions specifically regarding going on an exchange will
also be included. The second goal of this research is to link these data to the situation
of women in Italy, considering that, although more women than men obtain their
university degree (24.1% vs 15.7%), only 49.1% of Italian women are in the workforce
(vs 58.9% of men) (ISTAT, 2012). By finding the possible cultural and gender-related
reasons that lay beneath this surprising reverse gender gap, I hope to take a useful step
towards the recognition of cultural gender-related issues affecting Italy.
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The Role of ‘Somatic Experiencing’ in a Space of Intercultural
Dialogue: Engendering Intercultural Competency within an Ethically
Responsive, Movement-based Framework
Louise Fielder
Liverpool Hope University
lufielder@icloud.com

Abstract
‘Intercultural Choreographic Dialogue’ (ICD) is an ethically responsive, movementbased framework, potentially suitable for implementation in educational and
community-based contexts, which seeks to address current issues surrounding
cultural diversity and intercultural contact. These mounting concerns stem from our
globalised, inter-nationalised and inter-woven landscape where cultural boundaries
are shifting at an unprecedented rate (UNESCO, 2013, 2017). Rises in population,
developments in technologies, international travel, virtual interaction and media
exposure are bringing together individuals and communities in ever-increasing
proximity (UNESCO, 2017; SISU, 2018). Due to this ‘meeting of cultures’, the
opportunities for, and the necessity of inter-cultural exchange is growing (UNESCO,
2017: 10). However, communication, inter-culturally, can be complex, confusing, and
at times contentious; often played out at individual, local, national and international
levels through misunderstandings, disagreements, disputes and conflicts, whereby
identities are denied, and voices are suppressed.
Scholars, government departments, and international organisations have identified the
urgency to understand and prepare for the challenging situations that we may face as
a result of these social shifts (SISU, 2018; UNESCO, 2017; Jackson, 2014).
Specifically, ‘intercultural dialogue’ is recognised as an essential means to improve
co-existence; supporting respect and peace amongst citizens in diverse societies and
helping minimise conflict and the marginalisation of people based on their cultural
identity (The European Commission, 2018; European Parliament, 2008; UNESCO,
2017).
‘Intercultural competencies’ are considered a fundamental pre-requisite to enable
engagement in ethical intercultural dialogue (UNESCO, 2017; Jackson, 2014). I
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propose additional requisites are required. These include, individually uncovering
personal, deeply-rooted prejudices. I offer ‘somatic experiencing’ (Levine, 1997) as
part of a choreographic space, or platform, to explore such embedded bias.
This presentation introduces ‘ICD’ with a focus on the role of somatics within the
framework. ICD is influenced by the work of Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Peter Levine,
Sondra Fraleigh, Michael Klien, and Edward. T. Hall, amongst others.
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On the relationship between Translation Studies and Culture
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Abstract
Today, the bond between translation and culture appears to be inherent and totally
natural. However, this does not apply to the relationship between Translation Studies
and Cultural Studies, which has long been contested. Practically, this relationship has
triggered, right after what is known as the cultural turn, the production of descriptive
studies, namely, contrastive and corpus-based ones.
This relentless quest for more scientificism and descriptivism in Translation Studies
has led many researchers to accuse this relationship of objectifying translation
(Tymoczko, 1998) and marginalizing other kinds of research in Translation Studies
(Basalamah, 2012).
This study would like to investigate the case. It unfolds into two parts. The first part
overviews the relationship between Translation Studies and Cultural Studies on the
theoretical level, first (Bassnett & Lefevere; 1990, 1998), and in research, second,
focusing on the distorted balance between target and means used for knowledge
production in translation research. The second part suggests and discusses a framework
that would restore the balance and prevent culture-oriented studies in Translation
Studies from objectifying translation.
Practically, this study believes that approaching culture-oriented studies in Translation
Studies from the perspective of deliberate and non-deliberate metaphor theory (Gibbs,
2015), (Steen, 2011, 2015) would ease the tension between what Ladmiral (2010) calls
the contrastivists and the non-contrastivists.
As a matter of conclusion, this study hopes to open the debate on the nature and the
relevance of culture-oriented research in Translation Studies and to offer new
perspectives on how to approach these studies and optimize the knowledge production
process through metaphor theory.
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Promoting Global Citizenship Education in a Spanish Language
Course for the Immigrant Population in Barcelona
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Abstract
The increased transnational migration in the globalized world and the subsequent
formation of multicultural societies pose new challenges for the education of global
citizens that can contribute to a more cohesive and sustainable world. However, to the
best of our knowledge, the still dominant instrumental purpose of most language
education programmes addressed to the immigrant population makes them focus more
on the acquisition of linguistic competences and prevents them from genuinely
contributing to the educational process and development of individuals as global and
intercultural citizens. The present research project (ongoing PhD thesis) is thus
proposed as a contribution to the promotion of language education for intercultural
citizenship for the immigrant population in Barcelona, a member of the Council of
Europe’s Intercultural Cities Programme and, as such, often referred to as example of
good practice in intercultural matters.
This study proposes a language education course programme from the perspective of
the global citizenship education (GCE) and it is intended to enquire on the extent to
which it can lead to the students’ acquisition of defined communicative as well as GCE
competences. The proposed programme takes the form of a series of in-class and outof-class learning activities and projects that reflect local realities and provide space for
intercultural encounters and reflection. Data is collected from students’ interactions,
after-class reflections, and sustained reflective diaries using the Autobiography of
Intercultural Encounters published by the Council of Europe. This course programme is
being carried out with a group of fifteen students of Spanish language (level A2
according to CEFR) at Servei Solidari, one of the non-profit organizations that offer
language education for the immigrant population in Barcelona.
This presentation is intended to share the experiences and partial findings of the current
PhD research project (associated to the I+D+i ECODAL project) and to encourage a
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discussion of language education for global citizenship for the immigrant population
from a theoretical and practical perspective.
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Translating humour in Pierre Lemaitre’s Verhœven trilogy
Marjorie Huet
University of Portsmouth
marjorie.huet@port.ac.uk

Abstract
While humour has been widely discussed in the field of linguistics (Raskin, 1985;
Attardo, 2001), it remains largely unexplored in translation studies since it has long
been considered as ‘untranslatable’ (Maher, 2011; Vandaele, 2010). Despite its
complexity, humour is intrinsically rooted into language, culture and human shared
experience.
As a literary genre, crime fiction allows authors to explore contemporary social and
cultural issues, thereby providing their readers insights into a country’s language and
culture, including its humour. Crime novels thus function as key cultural narratives.
As (inter)cultural mediators, translators of crime novels contribute to the construction
of images of national cultures. They thus have a fundamental role to play in revealing
and transmitting those images to their readers.
My presentation will examine how Frank Wynne, the translator of Pierre Lemaitre’s
Verhœven trilogy into English, has approached the novels’ comic style. Humour
indeed features prominently in Lemaitre’s Irène (2014), Alex (2013) and Camille
(2015), offering stark contrasts to the graphic depictions of many gruesome murders.
Humour, I will argue, serves as an essential element of characterization in the novels
and a vector of French culture. However, its complexity and cultural significance can
pose translation challenges.
My presentation will focus on the translation of irony and slang, two humorous devices
used in the Verhœven novels. Drawing on the General Theory of Verbal Humour and
work conducted in translation studies (Antonopoulou, 2002; Chiaro, 2010; Vandaele,
2002), I will reveal the strategies used by Wynne and their implications both on the
target text and target audience, whilst arguing that Wynne’s translations are key
elements of intercultural exchange. Wynne’s visibility is evident throughout the texts.
Through foreignization, Wynne retains the Frenchness of the source texts and largely
manages to convey their humorous effect, thereby confirming the translatability of the
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humour.
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Re-Construction of Cultural Identity
in Lithuanian Fiction Translated into English
Inga Janaviciene
Vytautas Magnus University
inga.janaviciene@gmail.com

Abstract
The presentation aims to discuss the rendering of cultural identity in the English
translation of selected literary works by contemporary Lithuanian women writers.
The analysis, situated within the premises of Hall’s (1996) sociocultural approach to
identity, defined as ‘those aspects of our identities which arise from our “belonging”
to distinctive ethnic, racial, linguistic, religious, and, above all, national cultures’,
places itself at the intersection of cultural and translation studies. One of the foci of
analysis is the probing into the meanings of cultural identity as re-presented in the
source text. Another is investigation of the target text for strategies employed in
conveying the constituents of cultural identity signified by the source text. For the
discussion of the latter aspect, the paper draws on Marinetti’s (2011) and Hatim and
Mason’s (1990) work on the relationship between translation, ideology and power
both as the ideological perspective re-created in the target text and as power relations
involved in the process of translation (Claramonte 2018; Lefevere 1992). As a side
focus, the presentation will draw attention to the representation of gender as an aspect
of cultural identity. The presentation will conclude by pointing to implications of
using the cultural approach for the analysis of literary texts in translation.
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ICT-tools for migrant and refugee integration: the role of culture
María Jiménez-Andrés
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
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Abstract
Information Communication Technologies (ICT) have significantly reshaped the way
we live, communicate, learn, interact with each other, move and consume information.
The rise and importance of digital communication is not restricted to users from
Western countries. For migrants and refugees, access to communication, together with
food and shelter, is one of the most important services while in transit or in diaspora
(Hannides, Bailey and Kaoukji, 2016). Not surprisingly, the increase in the use of
technology globally has encouraged the study of human-computer interaction (HCI)
worldwide. Nevertheless, the majority of the existing technology is influenced by
Western culture (Hill et al., 1998; Leidner & Kayworth, 2006) and there are few
studies in this field which are cross-cultural (Strite & Karahanna 2006). Considering
the cultural specificities when developing ICT tools could positively influence their
adoption, given the nature of communication, which is deeply rooted in local cultures
(Wall, 2011).
This paper investigates the role of culture in the use of ICT among migrant and refugee
communities in Europe. It presents a state-of-the art of the current ICT tools available
for migrant communities and the results of focus groups carried out with refugee and
migrant communities in Greece, Italy and Spain. The purpose of these research actions
is to investigate the use that these communities are making of technologies as well as to
document their preferences and perceptions of existing ICT tools. The study will take
into consideration situational and demographic variables such as age, gender, level of
education and country of residence.
The results of this research will inform the subsequent phases of REBUILD, a project
funded by the European Commission (Grant number 82215). The aim of REBUILD is
the creation of an ICT-tool to promote refugees and migrants’ integration in Europe.
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Intercultural education in English Language Teaching:
A case study of Algerian Secondary Schools
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Abstract
In the era of globalization, intercultural education is becoming a necessity to cope with
cultural and linguistic diversity. There is a general agreement between intercultural
researchers that foreign language teaching is one of the best platforms for developing
an intercultural education. As primary teaching materials in English language classes in
Algeria, textbooks potentially have the power to influence students’ opinions and
beliefs about several world issues such as cultural diversity. This paper discusses the
intercultural dimension of locally-published English textbooks used in Algerian state
schools. The study also examines what a group of Algerian teachers of English think
about the cultural content of the textbooks and the role of culture in English language
teaching in the 21st Century. The intercultural discourse in the Algerian Foreign
language teaching policy is also examined by analyzing documents published by the
Ministry of Education. In light of the new demands of globalization and its influence
on education, researchers and educational institutions worldwide are advocating new
trends in foreign language teaching to embrace the challenges of intercultural
communication. The rationale for investigating this case study is to find out how
intercultural is English language teaching in Algeria. The cultural content of the
textbooks is analyzed from an intercultural studies perspective. A descriptive
framework, combining elements of content analysis and critical discourse analysis is
applied on the textbooks. The preliminary analysis of the data shows that the three
textbooks make reference to diverse cultural resources and they provide opportunities
for intercultural learning. The cultural content is prevalent in the textbooks, but in
many instances it fails to go beyond the static cultural representations. Despite the wide
range and diversity of the cultural content, Culture is often reduced to its surface
aspects and represented as a set of facts and meanings but not as cultures in
negotiation.
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Accepting the genderless alien other: a hike through the gethenian
tundra in Ursula K. Le Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness
Ángela López García
Universidad de Murcia
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Abstract
In her science fiction novel, The Left Hand of Darkness (1969), Ursula K. Le Guin
depicts a cultural clash between a genderless alien society–the gethenians–and Genly
Ai, a man from Earth who is a representative of the Ekumen, a coalition of planets.
Conflict ensues on the premise of the inherent cultural differences between inhabitants
of planet Earth and those from Gethen with the presence or absence, respectively, of
gender and domination practices. Hence, Genly soon rejects the inhabitants of Gethen
as he is not able to comprehend their lack of gender as well as their non-existent
inclination towards the oppression of the other. Intended as a thought-experiment by its
author, The Left Hand of Darkness explores the consequences of the absence of gender
in society. By carrying out a feminist reading of the novel, it is possible to point out
Ursula K. Le Guin’s ideas regarding cultural gender impositions and how these affect
human relationships, as well as the environment. This paper will focus on how Genly
manages to overcome the principles of his own culture based on the domination of the
other, which takes the shape of women and nature, by traveling with Estraven, a
genderless alien from Gethen, and learning to tolerate him once they realize they share
common anxieties and emotions. This presentation will also compare the characters’
different backgrounds and Genly’s initial rejection–depicted as a cultural clash–of the
genderless alien that turns into his guide in the planet, as well as the journey through
nature that they undergo together and that completely changes the human’s point of
view and invites him to let go of his cultural prejudices.
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Audiodescribing Humor in a Multicultural Context
María López Rubio
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Abstract
We are currently living in a globalized society in which barely any kind of
multicultural activity requires a specific translation process covering the needs of each
population group and guaranteeing their rights. We also live in a technological and
audiovisual world where communication through emerging platforms like the TV, the
cinema or the Internet is essential (Mayoral Asensio, 2002) for information exchange.
Nonetheless, owing to the cultural and social diversity existing in our society, there are
groups of people facing difficulties in the access of audiovisual information due to their
physical disabilities. They depend on accessibility to become an active part in the
communication process. This is the case of the blind and visually impaired people, for
whom audiodescription plays a very important role when it comes to understanding and
enjoying an audiovisual work. Audiodescription, by definition, poses many restrictions
to professionals, who need to turn images into sound while not covering the dialogues.
But one of the biggest challenges of audiodescriptors is audiodescription of humour,
gathering the general restrictions of audiodescription and the limitations of the
translation of humour (Martínez Sierra, 2010: 90), among which cultural implications
must be mentioned.
Humour is culturally determined. Not every culture perceives or uses humour in the
same way and, more specifically, people from a determined culture do not necessarily
have the same sense of humour. One thing is clear: when it comes to comedies, the
main objective of the target text is to create humour. However, when audiodescribing
comedy films, professionals must try to reproduce humour while adjusting to the
restrictive parameters of audiodescription, such as the time.
This reception study analyses how the blind and visually impaired perceive humour in
audiodescribed comedies and to what extent audiodescription covers the needs of that
group of people. Audiodescription and, therefore, audiodescription of humour, are
fields still little explored in Spain (Cerezo Merchán, 2013), and their study is both
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relevant and necessary in order to boost our society on the road towards tolerance. This
research work is set in the field of Translation Studies, more concretely in the
audiovisual translation mode of accessibility, aimed at providing the necessary tools to
people with physical and sensory impairments so that they will not find barriers when
accessing the information and, thus, will be truly considered as an integral part of our
society.
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The Nazi concentration camp
as an intercultural and multilingual spaceclay
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Abstract
From the onset of World War II, Nazi concentration camps (Konzentrationslager or,
simply, KZ) become packed with prisoners from up to forty different nationalities. In
very close contact, the deportees are forced to subsist with people from different
sociocultural backgrounds in the context of absolute oppression imposed by the power
holders. On the one hand, all cultures of the counterpower remain subject to the
hegemony and superiority of the Nazi Weltanschauung, exclusive and racist towards
everything external to it. On the other hand, prisoners’ initial stand leads to the
establishment of social bonds with individuals of their same cultural coordinates, but
they soon become aware that, in order to survive in the Lager, it is also necessary to
form a community based on solidarity with the other inmates. Inversely, the extreme
struggle for survival constantly faced by each prisoner and some cultural divergences
may likewise become the source of innumerable misunderstandings, conflicts, and
sufferings.
When we understand that these social considerations also entail an absolute and
inevitable linguistic chaos in the concentrationary society, we begin to glimpse the
genuine nature of the KZ universe. In fact, some authors such as Oschlies (1985),
Taterka (1995), and Aschenberg (2002) have begun to explore the inherent complexities
of its communicative dimension, focusing on the impact of language on the camp
society. Recently, Tryuk (2010) and Wolf (2016) have also undertaken the study of
interpretation in the camps. Indeed, countless cultural and sociolinguistic research paths
open up when we consider the Lager in its intercultural facet.
Basing on the analysis of literary testimonies written by survivors of different origins,
we will try in this presentation to explore some questions that are inherent to the
multicultural and interlinguistic nature of the camps: How is it possible for deportees to
communicate with each other in this Babel and, in the opposite way, what kind of
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German language must they acquire to understand the orders and survive in the Lager?
How can a subject construct -or reconstruct- their identity in this puzzling, unstable, and
totalitarian space? What is the value of national and linguistic bonds in the
establishment of solidarity among inmates? What conflicts originate in this forced
coexistence? Inquiring into these possibilities seems interesting for research on
linguistic and cultural contact in situations of extreme pressure, and it may even be
possible to extrapolate conclusions and draw connections to some of the 21st century
global challenges such as refugee camps or immigrant detention centers.
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Adaptation as a Space for Dialogue among Cultures:
A Study of an Iranian Adaptation of American Literature
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Razi University
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Abstract
In recent years, scholars have been more interested in the ways in which literary
adaptations can reconstruct and represent cultural codes, among which I can mention
Linda Hutcheon’s notion of ‘transcultural adaptation’ or ‘indigenization’ and Julie
Sanders’ concept of ‘appropriation’. In this study, I will follow Hutcheon’s statement
that “adaptations create a kind of dialogue” between the societies. An interesting
example will be the relationship between Iran and USA. Despite the political enmity
between the two governments, American literature has been an interesting subject for
Iranian directors to produce cinematic adaptations. Bahram Tavakoli’s The Stranger
(2014) adapted from Tennessee Williams’s A Streetcar Named Desire (1947) is a good
example because the American text is filled with issues such as rape, homosexuality,
flirtation, and alcoholism which are strict taboos for Islamic Iranian society. After
examining the ways in which these concepts have been alternated for the Iranian
context, Woody Allen’s Blue Jasmine (2013) will also be taken into consideration to see
how a western adaptation has redefined those concepts for the 21th century American
audience. As we see, adaptations can constantly recreate cultural definitions according
to the context of production while being faithful to the original story. The results
suggest that adaptations are not simply transformations from text to media –rather, they
can create a space for intercultural communication and negotiation. Literary adaptations
as a form of translation are capable of reinterpreting definitions of culture and
representing them according to the demands of the target audience. Thus, through
literary adaptations a kind of dialogue is created in which differences among cultures
are negotiated; this can further lead to peace among nations.
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A pedagogy for translating cultural perceptions
through fictional narratives
Lamia Nemouchi
Durham University
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Abstract
This study investigates how fictional narratives can be used in EFL classrooms of a
Masters course in Algeria to develop learners’ intercultural communicative competence
(ICC). This study explores teachers’ reflections on their teaching using fictional
narratives to further develop students’ ICC. It also interprets students learning
experience, their reconstruction of intercultural understanding through reading and
discussing extracts from fictional narratives that depict a story of a refugee in France.
Therefore the overarching research question is: How can fictional narratives be used in
EFL classroom to develop learners’ intercultural communicative competence?
The aim is twofold: (1) to develop a critical pedagogy that draws on fictional narrative
to develop intercultural competence, and (2) to investigate the ways in which the
pedagogy further develops learners’ intercultural communicative competence. This
study is important because young people in Algeria are encountering intercultural
encounters with refugees, which is disregarded by the educational context. The course
was planned based on Savoir model (Byram, 1997) and complemented by Reference
Framework of Competences for Democratic Culture (RFCDC) (Council of Europe
2018). These extracts of texts allowed the students to experience intercultural
interactions vicariously through the characters in the fictional narratives by imagining
themselves in the situation of the refugee character. The teaching of the literary texts
was dialogic in approach (Delanoy, 2015). The tasks encouraged the students to reflect
and analyse their own past experiences with refugees, use imagination to understand
their experience and use creativity to

‘translate’ their own perceptions and

understanding to future considerations (Risager, 2017). The study employs qualitative
research tools (observation and interviews) to explore students’ experience of learning
with fictional narratives to develop ICC. The key themes explored in the pedagogy are
(1) understanding ‘self’ and ‘others’, (2) negotiating attitudes towards ‘others’, (3)
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through reflection on (1) and (2), evaluating and reconstructing one’s own perceptions
of intercultural encounters. Hence, this study contributes by suggesting a critical
pedagogy that helps teachers ‘translate’ students’ cultural perceptions and intercultural
understanding using fictional narratives.
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Translation of musicals for stage.
Strategies, decisions and identity
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Universitat Jaume I
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Abstract
While performing a translation and commentary of Stephen Sondheim’s “Sunday in the
Park with George” as my MSc thesis, I identified some problems and solutions in the
translation of musicals for the stage. The results attained conveyed a coherent basis for
the aim of this paper: designing semi-structured interviews for real-world translators
who work with musicals, popular in Spain in translated versions (Mateo, 2008). This
analysis may, in turn, shed light on the role that Broadway musicals such as Sondheim’s
“Into the Woods” play in cultures where are performed in translation, for example into
Catalan.
The research methodology used to produce initial conclusions in this music-linked
translation field (Golomb, 2005), includes the structural analysis of musicals and the
comparison of source/target texts, under a functional translation approach (Nord, 2006),
including Hurtado’s classification of techniques (2011). Interviews, designed under
Seidman’s three-tier approach (2006), complement text analysis and allow the
triangulation of data, besides an approach to the role of translators in intercultural
communication.
By analysing musicals in translation, it is possible to review how the original story is
proficiently kept in translation under new cultural norms. Besides, using the produced
interviews on different translators, should in turn reveal relevant results about
translation strategies and units used for such restricted task, both due to music-text
dependency constraints and changes implemented by the translator. It seems also
reasonable to find to what extent the translated texts take part in the construction of the
target cultures as imagined communities (Anderson, 1991).
After Oscar de Andrade’s digestive metaphor, which allowed translation to be seen as
“part of a reciprocal process of exchange” (Bassnett & Trivedi, 1999:5), this process of
appropriation may include either the readaptation of these ideas into European thinking
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and the dissemination of North-American culture, in a collaboration to construct new
cultural identities.
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An Original Text as a “Non-Substantive Translation”:
A Case From the Turkish Modern Literature
in the Light of the Conception of “Cultural Translation”
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Abstract
From the perspective of recent cultural approaches subverting early traditional
dichotomies such as source/target text (and culture), and emphasizing the hybrid quality
of the cultural products arise a question: Is it possible to consider an original text as a
translation or a “non-substantive translation” in the full sense of the word? Based upon
Salman Rushdie’s Satanic Verses, Homi Bhabha introduces the concept of “cultural
translation” (Bhabha, 1994), which is defined as “the process showing up the hybridity
of any genealogical or systematic filiation” in his own terms. Although Bhabha focuses
on the postcolonial condition, hybrid quality of Turkish culture stems from the Turkish
republican modernization and westernization project aiming to create a cultural system
encompassing the “world civilizations”. Forming a cultural repertoire out of intensive
translation activities implies a sort of “cultural translation” as a result of
“untranslatability”. This specifically constructed interculturality brings about “the third
space” where the source and the target cultures negotiate and form new meanings. The
object of analysis is regarded as a representation of this conception: A ı Bilgi F g e
Sanatı Üze ine Bi Roman Denemesi is a novel by Enis Batur (2000), Turkish polyglot
who plays an eminent role in the Turkish intellectual arena. From this aspect, he might
also be perceived as a “cultural mediator”. As an original text, the book lends itself to
be suitable for pursuing the “transcultural process” enabled by the central role of
“translation” appearing in various forms such as “intersemiotic, interlingual, and
summary translation”, and especially as “cultural translation”. All of these forms give
way to a “non-substantive translation” which does not have a fixed source text but
multiple source texts from various cultures. Gaining a metaphorical dimension,
translation can be considered as an activity that creates new creations within its own
existence rather than acting as a bridge between two languages or cultures. Therefore,
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the main concern of this study is to underline the central role that translation might have
in cultural production and creation processes, and also to expose the hybridity in
another cultural system which might be described as transcultural rather than
postcolonial.
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Media Representation of ‘Iran’s Nuclear Deal’
via News Translation in Post- JCPOA Era
Masoumeh Rahimi
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Abstract
Concern about the survival of Iran’s nuclear deal is one of today’s controversial topics,
in Iran as well as in the western countries. Since translation plays a crucial role in the
transmission of information, it is therefore important to uncover any transformations
and mistranslations which are caused by a recontextualization across the boundaries of
language and culture. This study aims to investigate how news was recontextualized by
the American news media and examine if any ideological ramifications which were
(re)constructed through news translation result in different representations of the deal.
In addition, we scrutinized how this could possibly (de)legitimize the deal, intensify the
conflict and ultimately influence the relationship between Iran, the US, and the EU.
Starting from the hypothesis that ideological shifts occur in press releases, news articles
on the topic of Iran’s nuclear deal were collected from two American newspapers, New
York Times and New York Post, through LexisNexis. Articles were selected with
translated direct quotations. Their source quotations were traced accordingly. Taking
into account the guidelines of integrity for the use of direct quotations, the English
direct quotations were compared with their originals in Persian. The results of this study
were analyzed with a Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) methodology. We identified
specifically the typical us-them polarization (Van Dijk, 1998) and its ideological
representation. Additionally, we used referential and prediction strategies as described
by Wodak and Meyer’s (2001) and their discourse-historical approach. The sociopolitical context of source and target quotations were taken into consideration. The
findings indicate that in the target quotations some ideological shifts occurred as a result
of translation. Moreover, the translation of the direct quotations did not adhere to the
guidelines of integrity of the newspapers themselves. The result was that the ideological
representations of the positive in-group vs. negative out-group in the target quotations
differed from the originals.
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Exploring intercultural interaction
through the lens of international volunteers from Mainland China
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Abstract
Since the latest Chinese economic development strategy, The Belt and Road (B&R),
was proposed for the purpose of calling for immense win-win connectivity and
cooperation across the globe, the Chinese government has begun to emphasize the
importance of developing individuals’ soft power of ‘interculturality’.
In the context of China recently, international volunteering programs emerged as a new
trend of sojourning abroad that similar to studying abroad and working abroad,
providing individuals with a unique opportunity and an unfamiliar context in a
microcosm where they can experience working collaboratively with others from
different cultural backgrounds. However, while there have been numerous recent studies
in the intercultural communication field have sought to capture the lived experience of
international students, to the best of my knowledge, there are only several studies
focusing on international volunteers (e.g. Lough, 2011; Yashima, 2010), not to say
specifically focusing on exploring international volunteers from Mainland China.
Given that international volunteers can be valuable participants for intercultural related
studies, this research project focuses on exploring international volunteers from
Mainland China’s lived experiences of intercultural interaction, their perceived benefits
and intercultural challenges resulting from their overseas volunteering project, as well
as identifying the possible competencies might needed by individuals from Mainland
China in a culturally diverse environment.
Both methods of documentary analysis (inc. social media posts, 200 volunteering
reports) and individual semi-structured interview (with 11 volunteers) were adopted in
this project to collect qualitative data.
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Cultural influence on the usage of attenuation strategies
in the oral retelling of the polemical commercial video
Lishuang Zhao
Universitat Politècnica de València
nkyouyou@gmail.com

Abstract
This study aims at analyzing the corpus of oral retelling of polemical commercial video
to find out how the different cultural context may affect the retelling by examining the
difference and similarity of the usage of pragmatics attenuation strategies by three
different groups, which are native Chinese, native Spanish, and Spain born Chinese.
The same culture patterns “may lead to roughly similar behaviors across similar
situations” (Lustig & Koester, 2012:78). China and Spain vary in a lot of aspects of
cultural patterns. It has been proved that culture differences may affect the usage of
attenuation strategies in communications not only on the written but also on oral
materials (Johansson & Hofland, 1994, Gass & Houck, 1999, Contreras, 2005,
Contreras & Zhao, 2017), even for the same language there is still significant variation
(Sch lmberger, 2008, Placencia, 2008, M rquez-Reiter, 2003, Lin et al., 2012). But will
it work the same in narrative retelling? Will the cultural influence be detected in the
corpus? Our assumption of this study is as the commercial video is polemical and may
include face threating acts, therefore, attenuation strategies will be used to mitigate the
risks of conflict, losing face, face threating, refusal and so forth (Caffi, 1999, Briz &
Albelda, 2013), the difference will be significant between the three groups because of
the culture differences. In this study the subjects will be asked to watch the commercial
video, and then retell what they have seen. The retelling will be recorded and
transcribed for the quantitative and qualitative analysis.
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Proyecto TALIS research group:
Pluriculturalism and plurilingualism through translation
Chair: María Alcantud Díaz
Universitat de Valencia
maria.alcantud@uv.es

Introduction
Proyecto TALIS Research Group (Teaching and Acquisition of Intercultural and
Solidarity Competences through Languages and Literature) is an innovative initiative
that aims to promote language teaching through educational innovation and research in
order to improve literary and intercultural Education, Education for Sustainable
Development and Global Citizenship. These goals are materialised, in part, in one of
our main projects: Tales around the world. The core outcomes drawn from this project
are bilingual intercultural short tales books, shaped in parallel format. We also create
multilingual and multicultural) teaching materials (didactic activities and audio books)
as well as the organisation of awareness-raising and cultural and educational recreation
activities.

Part 1
Paula Núñez Igual / María Botella Martínez
Universitat de Valencia
pnuezig@gmail.com / mabomar3@alumni.uv.es

Abstract
After the implementation of one of the workshops on creative writing and illustration,
within the project Tales of the World by TALIS Project Research Group (Universitat de
València, UV) in Kalaban Koro (Bamako), Mali, the stories obtained were translated,
corrected and transcribed the from French - and sometimes Bambara - into Spanish .
This work was carried out within the framework of solidarity translation and its result
was the publication Tales of Mali within an International Cooperation project of a call
by the UV. In addition, within that same project, a video presentation (teaser) of the
documentary about the experience in Mali was translated and subtitled.
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The importance of the presentation focuses on two fundamental axes: (i) translation as a
cultural enrichment that favours contact between people and (ii) solidarity translation as
a strategy that goes beyond the text, since it has a communicative purpose and serves to
mediate between cultures and implies an emotional component.
In summary, it could be said that solidarity translation makes it possible intercultural
contact, awareness raising, cooperation and dissemination of the reality and concerns of
groups of people that could not be made visible by themselves.

Part 2
Tales of the Philippines A translation Proposal (English- Spanish):
an Intercultural Perspective

Marta Alcantud Garrido / María Botella Martínez
Universitat de Valencia
marta.alcantudg@gmail.com / Ana.M.Sevilla@uv

Abstract
This work addresses the translation of children and young adults' literature from the
intercultural perspective through the study of the cultural elements present in a selection
of stories from the Philippine Islands. The main objective resides in the reflection on the
difficulties that the translation of the culture poses, and that they become evident in
these stories from the combination of English-Spanish languages, from the proposal of
translation of two stories within the framework of the Proyecto TALIS of the
Universitat de València. The translation proposals presented in this paper represent a
starting point for the study of the translation of children's literature in the Philippines
and are of interest to researchers in the field, since they offer theoretical-methodological
reflections, as well as practical solutions for the translation of the most recurrent cultural
elements in this type of texts.
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Part 3
Culture in trans(sit)lation through a pen pal project.
Bringing Valencia and London closer

María de la Hoz Martínez Jiménez
Universitat de València
mariadelahoz.94@gmail.com
Thousands of students around the world study English as a Foreign Language in an
educational centre trying to develop an appropriate level that could serve at both, the
purposes of their professional futures and the fact that to be able to manage the
English language is a crucial factor to survive in our globalized world (Frank, 2017).
Nevertheless, many kinds of research have shown that an appropriate scaffolding of
knowledge can only take place when using the language in context (Gambrell,
Hughes, Calvert, Malloy and Igo 2011). That is the main reason why the Escuela
Profesional La Salle (Paterna, Valencia) and Alexandra’s Primary School (London)
started a pen pal relationship among their students. Thus, the main goal of the
research described in this paper was to make our EFL students achieve a view of the
culture and the language that enabled them to establish fluid and dynamic
relationships among worldwide countries citizens (Baker, 2012). To do so, I
proposed an active and communicative methodology, based on a more modern
implementation of the Grammar Translation Method (Pennock-Speck, Barry and
Santaemilia, 1992). That is, students had to write and translate a letter to their pen
pals (and read and translate the ones they received) twice a course. In addition,
qualitative research was used to analyse students’ outcomes and other data gathered.
The results drawn from the experience were twofold: firstly, students improved their
English skills (specially writing); second, they fostered intercultural awareness
through the translation of their letters. Furthermore, some students created strong
relationships that allowed them to continue the writing exchange during the summer
and thus, getting more immersed in each other’s culture.
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Cultural translation for intercultural dialogue:
Critical intercultural pedagogies for inclusion
in higher education in contexts of conflicts and protracted crises
Chair: Prue Holmes
Durham University, Chair
p.m.holmes@durham.ac.uk

The aim of this roundtable is to showcase cultural translation across four case-study
sites based in Turkey, Colombia, the UK, and Gaza. Funded by the Arts and Humanities
Research Council’s Global Challenges Research Fund (AH/S003967/1), we illustrate
how critical intercultural pedagogies (Freire, 1968; Levine & Phipps, 2012; van Lier,
2004)—focusing on languages, culture and cultural heritage, multiple identities and
representation—can foster intercultural dialogue (Haydari & Holmes, 2015), youth
engagement and responsibility (Wilson-Stryder & Walker, 2017) among students and
their counterparts who are excluded from higher education due to conflicts and other
forms of protracted crises. The case studies demonstrate a transnational research agenda
for the co-construction of critical intercultural pedagogies across a network of
multilingual and multidisciplinary researchers and educators that promotes youth
participation and engagement across language/cultural/religious and other divides, and
enhances intercultural understanding.

Case study 1
Hearing the intercultural voices: Developing a critical intercultural pedagogy
for youth of Syrian refugee background in Istanbul

Ayse Zisan Furat & Zeynep Ozde Atesok
Istanbul University

Turkey has become the most refugee-populated country following the outbreak of the
Syrian war in 2011. Yet young Syrian refugees struggle to gain access to higher
education. This case study considers music as an intercultural pedagogy for exploring
the role of religio-cultural elements in developing intercultural dialogue. Thus, it aims
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to use common musical heritage as a share point for local students, students who have a
refugee background, and their peers who have no or limited access to Turkish higher
education. The paper focuses on the preliminary findings of the main workshop—a
music studio.

Case study 2
Empowering scholarship pre-service language teachers as multilingual mediators
through critical intercultural pedagogy in Bogotá

Beatriz Peña-Dix / John Corbett
University of Los Andes, Bogotá / University of Sao Paolo
Top student recipients of the Colombian government’s scholarship programme “It’s
worth being clever” (Ser Pilo Paga) explore critical intercultural pedagogies to design
activities and create a “toolbox” of resources to foster intercultural dialogue and
reflection on real or imaginary intercultural encounters. The students, coming from
excluded communities and low income families, invited their former English language
teachers (from their secondary school) to participate in “The mirror project” where
together, they co-teach the students’ previously designed activities. The emergent
intercultural pedagogies, initiated by the students, aim to inform language education and
policy in Colombia.

Case study 3
Intercultural dialogue and inclusion among students
and excluded refugees in higher education in the UK

Prue Holmes / Marta Moskal / Taha Rajab
Durham University

This case study is organised around the themes of inclusion and intercultural dialogue.
Through three workshops we facilitate the meeting of students from Durham University
and refugee youths of Syrian and Iraqi background (recently arrived in County
Durham). The focus of the workshops is on building bridges, sharing life narratives and
educational experiences—through sharing photo exposés, learning a song together,
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taking a walking tour of Durham University campus and co-constructing the “ideal”
university. We present observations of and reflections on the process, and the multiple
understandings of the experience collected from Durham students and youths.

Case study 4
Language arts and creative writing for intercultural dialogue (Gaza and Brazil)
Nazmi Almasri / Rafeet Alareer
Bruno de Lima / Janaina Weissheimer
Islamic University of Gaza
Rio Grande do Norte

To explore how culturally-based literary works can reinforce intercultural awareness
and understanding of contexts of protracted crises, 16 Palestinian university students
were trained on developing their creative writing skills through reading and reflecting
on literary works that address issues related to challenges and crises. They produced 20
culturally-based literary pieces for online exchange with Brazilian students in order to
engage in intercultural dialogue. We discuss the process and impact of this intercultural
dialogue, facilitated though shared discussion of the literary texts via Skype exchanges,
Facebook posts, and an online questionnaire.

Case Study 5
With the Other on campus: Learning, teaching, working together
to understand others and ourselves better
Filiz G ktuna Yaylacı / Ali Faruk Yaylacı / Kadriye Uzun
Anadolu University / Kütahya Dumlupınar Univeristy / Sakarya University

This case study, conducted in Sakarya University, Turkey, aims to create a shared
learning environment—via photography—for both domestic and foreign students living
on the same campus. Participants (13 foreign students from Syria, Yemen, Iraq,
Afghanistan, Palestine, Indonesia, Turkmenistan and 10 Turkish students) discussed
experiences related to their lives on campus and reflected on these through photographs.
The learning process, drawing on Freirean dialogue, involved five steps: an introductory
meeting; basic photography instruction; discussion (what to photograph); photo
shooting; post-discussion (experiences); final exhibition.
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Discussion and Conclusion
Prue Holmes (Chair)

The audience are invited to give their feedback and discuss the case studies with the
panel members.
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